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Introduction
2015 has begun with a series of apparent contradictions and dramatic reversals. In the developed world, both equity and bond markets are at record highs.
The price of oil has collapsed and the Swiss franc has jettisoned its link with
the euro. Global economic growth is tepid and disinflation has caused many
central banks to further cut interest rates or, in the recent case of the European
Central Bank, to take extraordinary action in the shape of its quantitative easing
program. Against this volatile backdrop, we launch the 2015 Credit Suisse
Global Investment Returns Yearbook and hope that the wealth of stock, bond
and inflation data in the Yearbook will help to frame market developments in the
light of long-term asset price trends.
The 2015 Yearbook contains data spanning 115 years of history across 26
markets and the companion publication, the Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015 extends the scale of this resource further with
detailed tables, graphs, listings, sources and references for every country. In
the first two chapters of the Yearbook, Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike
Staunton from the London Business School analyze this rich dataset in order to
examine an established and new way of investing.
In the first chapter, they focus on the importance of industry weightings for
long-term investors. Today, in the US and UK markets, only the banks and mining industries have weightings close to their 1900 levels. Indeed, in 1900, the
railway industry made up 50% of the UK market and nearly two thirds of the
US market. They examine the returns from new and old industries, as well as
the implications for investors of structuring portfolios along industry lines by
considering questions such as whether industry diversification is more important
than country diversification and whether to overweight the old economy or the
new? Interestingly, they find that returns can be higher from investing in old
rather than new industries.
The second Yearbook chapter examines responsible investing – a topic we
developed in a 2012 Credit Suisse Research Institute report “Investing for
Impact.” We believe that this is an important and growing area in the investment management field and this chapter measures several approaches to
investing along social, environmental and ethical lines. It also provides evidence
that corporate engagement can pay, whether the focus is on environmental and
social issues or on corporate governance.
Finally, in Chapter 3, David Holland and Bryant Matthews of the CS HOLT
team complement the historic data in the Yearbook with a market-implied
approach. They study how the market-implied cost of capital mean reverts over
time and the extent to which this is in any way predictable. They note that, at
the country level, China and Switzerland currently have the lowest marketimplied discount rates, while Russia, Italy and Argentina have the highest.
We are proud to be associated with the work of Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh,
and Mike Staunton, whose book Triumph of the Optimists (Princeton University
Press, 2002) has had a major influence on investment analysis. The Yearbook
is one of a series of publications from the Credit Suisse Research Institute,
which links the internal resources of our extensive research teams with world
class external research.

Giles Keating
Head of Research and Deputy
Global CIO, Credit Suisse Private
Banking and Wealth Management

Stefano Natella
Head of Global Equity Research,
Credit Suisse Investment Banking
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Industries: Their rise
and fall
This article focuses on the importance of industry weightings for long-term
investors. We show how industries have risen and fallen as technology has
advanced. Successive waves of new industries and companies have transformed the world, yet they have sometimes proved disappointing investments. We seek to explain how the decline of old industries, together with
some investment disappointments from new ones, have somehow generated
good overall returns. Finally, we examine some implications for investors. Is
industry rotation worthwhile? Should investors pay attention to building portfolios that are well diversified across industries? Is industry diversification now
more important than country diversification?

Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, London Business School

Understanding the factors that drive stock returns
has long been the quest of professional investors.
Greater knowledge has led to an increase in investing based on factor exposures, sometimes
known as smart beta. This has moved far beyond
the traditional emphasis on industry and country
factors or even on factors such as size, value and
momentum. Hsu (2014) reports that one quantitative investor is now using an 81-factor model.
Despite factor proliferation, industries remain
one of the original and most important factors.
They are a key organizing concept. Investment
organizations continually review industrial classifications and, where necessary, recommend revisions. Companies often seek advantage by “window dressing” their industry affiliation. Investment
research is mostly structured along industry lines.
When fund managers build, alter, or report on
portfolios, they refer to industry weightings. Each
year, there is a wide dispersion of returns across
industries, so that getting these weightings right –
or wrong – has consequences. Industry membership is the most common method for grouping
stocks for portfolio risk management, relative
valuation and peer-group valuation. And investors
wrestle with whether to focus primarily on indus-

tries or countries in asset allocation, when taking
active positions, and when seeking to diversify.
In research terms, however, industries are the
Cinderella of factor investing. The two most comprehensive and influential books on factor investing, Antti Ilmanen’s (2011) Expected Returns and
Andrew Ang’s (2014) Asset Management, have
almost nothing to say about industries. This article
contributes toward redressing this imbalance.
The great transformation
In 1900 – the start date of our global returns
database – virtually no one had driven a car, made
a phone call, used electric lighting, seen a movie
or heard recorded music; no one had flown in an
aircraft, listened to the radio, watched TV, used a
computer, sent an email or used a smartphone.
There were no x-rays, body scans, DNA tests or
transplants, and no one had taken an antibiotic.
Many would die young because of this.
Mankind has enjoyed a wave of transformative
innovation dating from the Industrial Revolution,
continuing through the golden age of invention of
the late 19th century, and extending into today’s
information revolution. This has given rise to entire
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new industries – electricity and power generation,
automobiles, aerospace, airlines, telecommunications, oil and gas, pharmaceuticals and biotechnology, computers, information technology, media
and entertainment. Meanwhile, makers of horsedrawn carriages and wagons, canal boats, steam
locomotives, candles, and matches have seen
their industries decline. There have been profound
changes in what is produced, how it is made, and
in the way in which people live and work.
These changes can be seen in the shifting
composition of the types of firms listed on world
stock markets. Figure 1 shows the industrial composition of listed companies in the USA and UK.
The top two pie charts show the position at start1900, while the bottom two show start-2015.
Markets at the start of the 20th century were
dominated by railroads. In the UK, railway companies accounted for almost half the value of the
stock market, while in the USA they had a 63%
weighting. Yet 115 years later, railroads have
declined almost to the point of stock market extinction, representing less than 1% of the US
market, and almost zero in the UK.
Of the US firms listed in 1900, more than 80%
of their value was in industries that are today small
or extinct; the UK figure is 65%. Besides railroads, other industries to have declined precipitously are textiles and iron, coal and steel. These
industries still exist, but have moved to lower cost
locations in the emerging world. Yet similarities

between 1900 and 2015 are also apparent. The
banking and insurance industries have continued
to be important. Similarly, industries such as food,
beverages (including alcohol), tobacco and utilities
were present in 1900, just as they are today. And
in the UK, quoted mining companies were important in 1900, just as they are in London today.
But even industries that initially seem similar
have often altered radically. For example, compare
telegraphy in 1900 with smartphones in 2014.
Both were high tech at the time. Or contrast other
transport in 1900 – shipping lines, trams, and
docks – with their modern counterparts, airlines,
buses and trucking. Similarly, within manufacturing and industrials, the 1900 list of companies
includes the world’s then largest candle maker
and the world’s largest manufacturer of matches.
Another statistic that stands out from Figure 1
is the high proportion of today’s companies whose
business is in industries that were small or nonexistent in 1900 – 62% by value for the USA and
47% for the UK. The largest industries in 2015
are technology (notably in the USA), oil and gas,
banking, healthcare, the catch-all group of other
industrials, mining (for the UK), insurance, telecommunications and retail. Of these, oil and gas,
technology, and health care (including pharmaceuticals and biotechnology) were almost totally absent in 1900. Telecoms and media, at least as we
know them now, are also really new industries.

Figure 1

Industry weightings in the USA and UK, 1900 compared with 2015
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Triumph of the Optimists (for 1900: UK based on Top 100 companies, US on total market) and FTSE All World Indices (for 2015)
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Our analysis relates purely to the quoted segment. Some industries existed throughout the
period, but were not always listed. For example,
there were many retailers in 1900, but apart from
the major department stores, these were often
small local outlets, rather than national retail
chains like Walmart or Tesco. Similarly, in 1900, a
higher proportion of manufacturing firms were
then family owned and not stock-market listed.
In the UK and other countries, nationalization
has caused entire industries – railroads, utilities,
telecoms, steel, airlines, airports – to be de-listed
and often later re-privatized. Our analysis includes
the value of, for example, listed railroads, while
omitting highways that remain largely in national or
state ownership. Despite these caveats, the comparisons above mostly reflect the industrial evolution that has taken place over the last century,
rather than just changes in ownership.
Long-run industry performance
It is instructive to look at long-run industry performance. For the USA, we use Ken French’s industry data (Fama and French, 1997) for 1926–
2014. There are 49 industries, 40 of which start
in 1926. From 1900 to 1925, we use the 57
Cowles (1938) industries, 20 of which start in
1900. Our focus is on industries not sectors.
These terms are often used interchangeably.
However, we use “sector” to refer to a large segment of the economy, while an “industry” is a
more detailed grouping of businesses. For example, the banking industry is part of the financial
sector. Except where we state otherwise, this
article is based on the more detailed industry
groups.
Figure 2 shows the performance of the 15 US
industries for which we have data back to 1900.
The red line shows that a dollar invested in the US
market at start-1900 would have grown, with
dividends reinvested, to USD 38,255 by end2014, representing an annualized return of 9.6%.
The industries display a wide dispersion around
this. A dollar invested in the worst performer,
shipbuilding and shipping, would have grown to
just USD 1,225, representing an annualized return
of 6.4%. The best performer, tobacco, gave an
annualized return of 14.6%, and a terminal value
of USD 6.2 million, over 5,000 times as much as
from shipbuilding and shipping.
This dispersion of long-run returns across industries is similar to the dispersion across countries (see pages 37–60 below and the companion
Sourcebook). Just as some countries were “lucky”
and others less fortunate, some industries prospered while others foundered. And just as we can
infer little about future country returns from past
returns, we can infer little about long-run future
industry returns from their historical record. In
fact, as Ilmanen (2011) concludes, countries and
industries seem to be good examples of nonpriced investment factors. If a factor is priced,

investors can expect it to generate a long-run
premium. For industries, however, the starting
point is that they are likely to have similar expected returns, except to the extent that they are
exposed to other factors. For example, an industry
might, at a point in time, have a higher expected
return because it has a higher beta, or is valueoriented with a low ratio of market price to fundamental value, or – as we explain in the accompanying article – is shunned by many investors.
But while industries may not be a “priced” factor, they remain important. The dispersion of industry returns is large, whether we look at the
115-year period, or at year-by-year returns. The
average yearly cross-sectional dispersion across
all US industries (not just those in Figure 2) averaged 22% over 1900–2014. Meanwhile, the
average annual spread between the best- and
worst-performing industries was 108%. Industries
perform very differently from one another, even if
it is hard to predict these differences in advance.
Industries and industry weightings matter.

Figure 2

Long-run performance of industries in the USA
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton; Cowles (1938), Ken French industry data; DMS USA
index
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Figure 2 suffers from hindsight bias. By focusing on a full 115-year history, our sample contains
only those industries that existed in 1900 and
which survived. With hindsight, we know that
many of the survivors declined in importance. Of
the 15 industries in Figure 2, ten underperformed
the market. Not surprisingly, these included coal,
steel, textiles and shipbuilding. Since 1900, these
industries declined in developed countries, but
grew in importance in developing countries.

Figure 3

Long-run performance of industries in the UK
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Top 100 database; FTSE International; DMS UK index
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Figure 4

Performance of UK canal and railroad stocks, 1811–51
Source: Rostow and Schwartz (1953)

Cumulative value of investment in canals/railroads

Since it excludes industries that emerged after
1900, Figure 2 provides only a partial perspective.
But if we were to focus instead on the performance of industries that are substantial today, we
would introduce success bias. Whether we start
with industries as they existed in 1900, or with
those that are important today, it is hard to avoid
the intrusion of hindsight. It is implicit in most
analysis of long-run industry performance.
To generate equivalent long-run industry histories for the UK, we use the FTSE International
industry indices starting in 1962. There were
originally 40 industries, and while there are still 40
today, they have changed over time. Pre-1962,
we constructed our own industry indices based on
the top 100 UK companies from 1900 to 1955
and the London Share Price Database thereafter.
Figure 3 displays the eleven UK industries for
which we have a full 115-year history. Some,
such as chemicals and textiles, are the same
industries that we saw in Figure 2 for the USA.
But several of the long-run US industry histories
have no UK equivalent. This is because the UK’s
post-war nationalization programme took railroads,
utilities, telecoms, steel, coal and shipbuilding into
public ownership. Although they were later reprivatized, these industries lack continuous histories. However, Figure 3 does include three industries – banks, insurance and alcoholic beverages –
for which there is no long-run US index. This is
because financials were omitted from the Cowles
data, and for alcohol, because of prohibition.
The red line in Figure 3 for the overall UK market shows that GBP 1 invested in 1900 would
have grown to GBP 30,445 by end-2014, an
annualized return of 9.4%. The remaining line
plots in Figure 3 again show a wide dispersion of
industry performance. The best industry was alcohol, while the worst was engineering. UK insurance companies performed strongly, while banks
underperformed, due to the recent financial crisis.
It is interesting to note that the best performer in
the UK, alcohol, and the best US performer, tobacco, are both from “sin industries”, an issue to
which we return in the next article.
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crash the next year. There are no indices to show
the magnitude of these events, but Figure 4
shows an index of canal stock prices (the red line
plot) from a later period, compiled by Rostow and
Schwartz (1953). From 1816 to 1824 canal stock
prices rose by 140%.
But in 1825, the Stockton and Darlington Railway was completed. Over the next quarter century, the stock prices of canals fell by over 70%.
Although Rostow and Schwartz’s index excludes
dividends, it seems likely that, over the 40 years
spanned by Figure 4, investors’ total returns were
low. Canals, the disruptive technology, had in turn
been disrupted by railroads. Once rail freight became established, it was some 60 times more
efficient than canals in ton miles per day.
Railroad mania took hold in Britain, peaking in
1846, when 272 new lines were approved. The
blue line plot in Figure 4 shows the accompanying
stock market frenzy. Railroad stock prices more
than doubled in 1835, only to fall back again
almost to their prior level. They more than doubled
again by 1845, then fell two thirds by 1849. Many
writers have described this as a bubble, but crucial
infrastructure was built and, over the quarter century spanned by Figure 4, investors earned a
reasonable return – an annualized capital gain of
3% plus dividends. However, it was a rocky ride.
In his book, Engines that Move Markets,
Alasdair Nairn (2002) analyzes investment in
successive new technologies, starting with canals
and railroads, continuing through telegraph, electric light, crude oil, automobiles, wireless, radio
and TV, computers, PCs, and ending with the
internet. He finds that most new technologies
were initially greeted with skepticism and derision,
and faced a struggle for acceptance. He provides
numerous amusing quotations, such as “What
could be more palpably absurd than the prospect
of locomotives travelling twice as fast as stagecoaches?” (Quarterly Review, 1825).
Once conquered, skepticism tends to be followed by over-enthusiasm, with new technologies
often leading to stock market “bubbles,” which
Nairn defines as periods when investors seem to
suspend rational valuation, which is typically followed by a calmer, more rational assessment. The
firms that made money from the new technology
over an extended period tended to have monopoly
protection, effective barriers and a sustainable
advantage.
Nairn concludes that stock market investors
were not always the biggest beneficiaries of new
technology. The latter tended to be the “insiders,”
i.e. the innovators, founders and providers of
venture funding, along with consumers and society as a whole. In the 2014 Yearbook, we offer a
similar explanation of how emerging-market
growth may benefit local people more than stockmarket investors.

New industries or old?
New industries can deliver disappointing returns if
stock market prices are initially too optimistic
about future growth. Declining industries can
disappoint if investors fail to realize the speed and
extent of their demise. But if this is the historical
pattern, how have stock markets generated good
long-run returns? Perhaps this has arisen from the
“in-between” industries or “the tried and the tested” (Siegel (2005)).
The contrast between the new and the old is
illustrated by the most celebrated “bubble” of
recent times, the dot-com boom and crash. Figure
5 shows the total returns from the technology
sector, comprising the hardware and software
industries, over the 20 years since 1995, when
the internet boom began. The dark blue line
shows the FTSE US technology index, while the
light blue line shows world technology. The gray
and red lines show the overall US and world market returns. The spike centered on March 2000 is
dramatic, representing a nine-fold rise over the
previous five years. Tech stocks then fell by 82%
over the next two-and-a-half years.

Figure 5

Performance of technology stocks: 1995 to date
Source: FTSE International All World index series
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But technology has not been a poor investment
over this period. An investor in technology stocks
over the last 20 years would have beaten the
market, with an annualized return of 10.5% versus 9.9% for US stocks as a whole. Holders of
the technology sector today would be losing money only if they had been unlucky enough to have
bought between January and September 2000.
Despite the bubble, the technology sector has, for
most investors, generated good returns.
Old, declining industries can also provide good
returns. We saw that railroads made up 63% of
the US stock market in 1900, but less than 1%
today, making them the ultimate declining industry. Figure 6 shows railroad returns from 1900 to
date versus the US market. It also shows the
returns on airlines and road transport companies
(buses, trucks, and so on). The airline series
starts in 1934 as there were no airlines in 1900,
while the road transportation index begins in
1926, as there was no index before then. Both
series start at the then-value of the rail index.

Figure 6 shows that from 1900 to date, railroads actually outperformed the market. But until
the early 1970s, they trailed badly as their business model was disrupted by both air travel and
trucking. The 1950s and 1960s were especially
challenging. Completion of the interstate highway
system meant that trucking took much of their
freight traffic, while Americans took to their cars,
lowering short-haul rail passenger traffic. Meanwhile, the airlines took almost all their long-haul
passengers. This led to some high-profile bankruptcies, culminating in the Penn Central failure in
1970, then the largest-ever US bankruptcy.
But Figure 6 shows that, since then, railroads
have outperformed airlines, road transport and the
US market. As Siegel (2005) points out, with
hindsight, railroad stock prices had become too
depressed following the bankruptcies. The renaissance was also helped by industry rationalization,
deregulation and big increases in productivity. The
newest technology, airlines, performed the worst.
As Warren Buffet said of the Wright Brothers, “If
a farsighted capitalist had been present at Kitty
Hawk, he would have done his successors a huge
favor by shooting Orville down.”
Investors should shun neither new nor old industries. There can be times when stock prices in
new industries reflect over-enthusiasm about
growth, and times when investors become too
pessimistic about declining industries. However, it
is dangerous to assume that investors persistently
make errors in the same direction: they may at
times underestimate the value of new technologies and overestimate the survival prospects of
moribund industries. There is a role for classic
investment analysis to seek out industries and
stocks that represent good value, and to avoid
those that seem overpriced.
The birth of industries

Figure 6

Performance of US transportation stocks: 1900 to date
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton; DMS USA index; other indices compiled from CRSP
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From the 18th century canal boom to the late
19th century internet revolution, the birth of new
industries has been heralded by successive waves
of companies joining stock markets via IPOs.
The S&P 500 index began in 1957. It is regularly rebalanced to ensure it continues to represent 500 “leading firms in leading industries.” New
companies, often representing new industries,
enter as IPOs or once they grow large enough. By
2003, 917 new constituents had joined the index
(Siegel, 2005). Meanwhile, companies leave if
they get acquired, shrink, fail, or otherwise die.
Siegel compared the returns from investing in
the actual S&P 500 with a strategy of just holding
the original constituents, and reinvesting the proceeds from deaths in the survivors. He found that
investors would have been better off if they had
stuck with the original firms. This would also have
been less risky. Siegel explains, “Investors have a
propensity to overpay for the “new” while ignoring
the “old” … growth is so avidly sought after that it
lures investors into overpriced stocks in fast-
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changing and competitive industries, where the
few big winners cannot compensate for the myriad
of losers.”
Siegel’s findings are consistent with the large
body of evidence on IPOs. Ritter (2014) analyzes
7,793 US IPOs from 1980 to 2012. Investors
who bought at the issue price made an average
first day return of 17.9%. However, investors then
experienced an average market-adjusted loss of
18.6% over the next three years.
The UK findings are similar. Dimson and Marsh
(2015) analyze 3,507 IPOs from 2000 to 2014.
The market-value weighted average first day return for investors who bought at the issue price
was 8.5%. Over the next two years, the average
loss, adjusted for market movements, was 9.4%.
Gregory, Guermat and Al-Shawawreh (2010)
show that post-IPO underperformance lasts even
longer. For 2,499 UK IPOs from 1975 to 2004,
they find an average underperformance of 31.6%
over the five years post-IPO.
Loughran and Ritter (1995) argue that IPOs
are systematically overpriced. “For IPOs the prior
rapid growth of many of the young companies
makes it easy to justify high valuations by investors who want to believe they have identified the
next Microsoft.” But why don’t investors learn, and
enforce lower IPO prices? After all, the poor longrun performance of IPOs has been well publicized
over the last 30 years. Loughran and Ritter suggest a behavioral explanation, “investors are betting on longshots … [and] seem to be systematically misestimating the probability of finding a big
winner. It is the triumph of hope over experience.”
IPOs are typically growth stocks in growth industries, and their performance thus conforms to
the extensive evidence that, over the long run,
growth stocks have underperformed both the
market and value stocks. This evidence is reviewed in the accompanying Sourcebook. There is
still controversy over whether the value premium
arises from behavioral factors, or is a reward for
risk. The main behavioral argument is that investors are too much in love with, and overpay for
growth. This is the Loughran and Ritter position.
Given the evidence on post-IPO performance,
we might expect the return from stocks to depend
on their “seasoning,” which is defined as the time
that has elapsed since their IPO (see Ibbotson,
1975). Figure 7 shows the impact of seasoning
on UK stock returns. The four line plots show the
returns over the last 35 years from a strategy of
investing in stocks which at the start of each year
had three years or less seasoning, 4–7 years, 8–
20 years, and more than 20 years. The four portfolios are rebalanced annually to ensure that they
always capture the desired range of seasoning.
Figure 7 shows that the greater the seasoning,
the higher the returns. The only exception to this
was briefly around the dot-com boom and bust.
But by the end of the period, terminal wealth was
almost three times higher from investing in the
most, rather than the least seasoned stocks. At

the stock level, old clearly beats new. And since
new industries are disproportionately represented
among IPOs, this lends credence to Nairn’s observation that new industries and new technology
often experience periods of over-enthusiasm.
Industry rotation strategies
If industries can experience periods of over- or
under-valuation, it may be possible to exploit this
through industry rotation. We examine this for the
USA and UK using the industry data described
above. We focus on two variables, past returns
and a value measure. The choice of the latter is
driven by data availability, and is either industry
book-to-market (USA, 1927 on), or industry yield
(USA, prior to 1927 and UK throughout).

Figure 7

Impact of seasoning on UK stock returns, 1980–2014
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton
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Each new year, we rank all then-existing industries by either their past year’s return or the value
metric. We assign industries to quintiles from the
lowest- to the highest-ranked groupings, and
invest equal amounts in the industries in each
quintile. Industries are re-ranked annually, bringing
in new ones that have emerged, and dropping any
for which indices are no longer produced. This
strategy is repeated annually from 1900 to 2014.
Figure 8 summarizes the results.
Industry rotation: Reversals or momentum?
The two sets of bars on the left of Figure 8 relate
to rotation based on prior-year returns for the USA
(dark blue) and the UK (gray). Each set of bars
shows the annualized returns from investing in the
previous year’s worst performers (losers), through
to investing in the best quintile (winners). If industries periodically become over- or undervalued,
and then revert to fair value, we might expect
reversals, with past losers beating past winners.

Figure 8 shows the reverse is true. There is
substantial industry momentum, with winners
tending to continue to win, and losers having a
propensity to continue their losses. This is consistent with prior research. Moskowitz and
Grinblatt (1999) claim that industry momentum
accounts for much of the individual stock momentum anomaly. Grundy and Martin (2001) find the
stock-specific component more important.
Scowcroft and Sefton (2005) find that for largecaps, momentum is driven mostly by industries,
but for small caps, it is largely driven by stocks.
The momentum effect shown in Figure 8 is
substantial, and remarkably consistent between
the USA and UK. It is not driven by volatility. In
the USA, the winner portfolio had the same volatility as the losers, while in the UK, the winners had
lower volatility. The Sharpe ratios, as well as the
returns, are thus much higher for the winners than
the losers. Furthermore, we would expect to find
an even stronger effect if we shortened our holding/rebalancing period to the 1–6 months more
typically associated with momentum strategies.
Figure 8 certainly provides no evidence of an
industry reversal effect over a one-year interval.
Industry value rotation

Figure 8

Industry rotation strategies in the USA and UK,1900–2014
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton; Ken French US industry data; Cowles (1938) industry
data; FTSE International UK industry indices
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The two sets of bars on the right of Figure 8 relate to rotation based on a simple valuation metric
(red bars for the USA and light blue for the UK).
Each set of bars shows the annualized returns
from investing in the lowest yield or book-tomarket industries, through to the highest. Both
low yield and low book-to-market are associated
with growth industries. Companies from new industries and technologies tend initially to pay low
dividends, retaining cash for growth and investment. Mature and declining industries with fewer
prospects pay out more. In growth industries, a
large part of market value will comprise capitalized
future opportunities not yet reflected in book value
or assets in place. Thus lower yield and book-tomarket industries tend to be newer growth industries, while those with higher valuation metrics
tend to be older “value” industries.
Figure 8 shows that, in both the USA and UK,
there was an industry value premium, with “value”
industries giving higher returns than “growth” industries. This might be because the value industries
were riskier. However, in both the USA and UK,
the standard deviations of the lowest and highest
value quintiles were comparable. Similarly, the
return differences are not explained by beta. The
outperformance from investing in value-oriented,
rather than growth industries is thus robust to
standard risk adjustment. There could be other
factors that explain the premium, such as tax. But
the existence of the premium is consistent with
there being periods of overvaluation for growth
industries that the rotation strategy helps avoid, and
periods of undervaluation for value industries that
the rotation strategy helps exploit.
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Industries today
Figure 9 shows sector weightings at start-2015
for the world, the USA, UK, Germany, Japan and
emerging markets. The weightings are based on
the 10 ICB (Industry Classification Benchmark)
sectors, which cover broad groupings of industries. The world index provides a benchmark for
judging over- or underweight positions elsewhere.
There are big differences between countries.
The USA has a heavy weighting in technology
(17%), high weightings in oil and gas, health care
and consumer services, and lower weightings in
basic materials, consumer goods and telecoms.
The UK has a tiny weighting in technology (1%),
but a high weighting in resources (over 25% in oil
and gas plus mining stocks within basic materials)
and financials (22%).
Germany and Japan have heavy weightings in
manufacturing industries, and low or negligible
(Germany) weightings in resources (oil and gas
and mining). Germany’s heavy weighting in basic
materials (23%) is attributable to chemicals. Germany and Japan have high weightings in consumer goods, where automobiles are especially important. Both are underweight in health care and
Germany is underweight in consumer services.
Emerging markets have a high weighting in financials (32%, of which two thirds is in banks),
and are overweight the world index in oil and gas
and basic materials. These three sectors make up
almost half of emerging market capitalization.
Emerging markets are also overweight in telecoms, very underweight in health care, and underweight in consumer goods and services.
Concentration of industries by country
Figure 10 shows that many industries are concentrated within particular countries. The ICB classification system divides the ten sectors in Figure 9
into 40 industries (although, confusingly, ICB uses
different terminology, referring to sectors as industries and vice versa.) Figure 10 shows a subset of these more detailed industry groupings,
highlighting the country with the largest weighting
(in blue if it is the USA or red otherwise) and the
second-largest weighting (in gray). The USA,
which accounts for around half the world’s capitalization, has the largest weighting in 33 industries.
The red bars in Figure 10 show the seven industries where the USA is not the largest player.
Japan leads in automobiles, mobile telecoms, and
electronics; Hong Kong in real estate; the UK in
mining; China in alternative energy; and Korea in
leisure goods. In addition, Figure 10 includes all
industries where either the US weighting accounts
for over two thirds of the world total, or else the
weighting of the second-largest country exceeds
20%. The latter group, indicated by gray bars
displaying country names, shows that the UK is a
major player in life insurance and tobacco; Japan
in industrial engineering and leisure goods; Ger-

many in chemicals; Australia in mining; Switzerland in food; and Denmark in alternative energy.
Clearly, industries are highly concentrated within countries. In 35 of the 40 industries, the two
countries with the largest weights account for over
half the industry’s global capitalization; in 30 industries, the top two countries account for more
than 60% of industry weight; in 18 industries,
they account for over 70%; and in seven industries, for over 80%.

Figure 9

Sector weightings in key countries and regions, start-2015
Source: FTSE International world index series
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Figure 10

Concentration of industries by country, start-2015
Source: FTSE International world index series
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Concentration of countries by industry
Just as industries can be concentrated within a
few countries, so countries can be dominated by a
handful of industries. Figure 11 shows the weight
of the largest and three largest industries in 28 of
the 47 countries in the FTSE All World index. It
shows the five most concentrated by industry (at
the top), the five least concentrated (at the bottom), plus all other Yearbook countries. In the five
countries at the top, three or fewer industries
make up the country’s entire capitalization.

Figure 11

Concentration of countries by industry, start-2015
Source: FTSE International world index series
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The relative importance of industries versus countries
Source: Jose Menchero and Andrei Morozov (2012)
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An understanding of whether industries or countries matter more in impacting stock returns is
important to global investors. It dictates whether
asset allocation and active positions should be
focused primarily on industries or countries; and
whether diversification across industries or countries is likely to lead to the greater risk reduction.
It also has implications for how research and research departments should be structured.
Early studies such as Lessard (1974) and
Heston and Rouwenhorst (1995) found that country factors dominated industries. But globalization
and developments such as the Eurozone seem
likely to have reduced distinctions between countries. Indeed, more recent research shows that
industries have gained in importance relative to
countries. The challenge is to disentangle industry
from country effects. The UK stock market accounts for 43% of the listed world mining industry.
Oil accounts for 56% of the value of the Russian
market. Separating out Russia from the oil effect,
and mining from the UK is difficult.
A recent and thorough study by Menchero and
Morozov (2012) uses a global factor model to
address this issue. They investigated a large universe of stocks – all the constituents of the MSCI
All Country World Investable Market Index – over
the period 1994–2010. Figure 12 reproduces
their results for one of their measures, mean
absolute deviation, which quantifies the relative
strength of industries versus countries.
The top panel of Figure 12 shows Menchero
and Morozov’s findings for the world as a whole.
Until 1999, countries dominated industries, but
during the dot-com bubble and bust, industries
assumed greater importance. Since 2003, industries and countries have been roughly equally
important. The middle panel shows that within
Europe, countries dominated until 1998, but since
the introduction of the euro in 1999, industries
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have been more important. The bottom panel
shows that for emerging markets, countries have
dominated industries throughout, although the
difference between them has declined.
Concluding remarks
Industries are a key investment factor. Many
countries’ stock markets are highly concentrated
within a few industries, while many industries are
concentrated within a few countries. To exploit
diversification opportunities to the full, investors
need to diversify across a wide spread of industries and countries. Both matter, although there is
evidence that globalization has led to a decline in
the relative importance of countries, with industries assuming greater importance.
Industries have risen and fallen over the years
as technology has advanced. It is interesting to
see which have done best and worst, but this tells
us little about the future. The industrial landscape
will change during the 21st century perhaps even
more radically than in the past. As Charles Duell,
commissioner of the US Patent and Trademark
office said in 1902, “In my opinion, all previous
advances in the various lines of invention will appear totally insignificant when compared with
those which the present century will witness.”
Investors must focus on the future.
What we can say with confidence is that there
will continue to be a wide variation between the
returns on different industries. It will remain hard
to predict the likely winners and losers, but industries and their weightings will continue to matter.
Should investors focus on new industries and
shun the old? Or should they be contrarian? We
have seen that both new and old industries can
reward as well as disappoint. It all depends on
whether stock prices correctly embed expectations. New industries are typically born on a wave
of IPO activity, and we have seen that investors
should be especially cautious about the valuations
of IPOs and unseasoned stocks.
One way of leaning against any tendency to
overvalue the new and undervalue the old is to
follow an industry value rotation strategy. This has
historically generated a premium. This is consistent with there being periods of overvaluation
for growth industries which this strategy helps
avoid; and periods of undervaluation for value
industries which the strategy helps exploit.
But momentum appears to be an even more effective rotation strategy. Buying last years’ bestperforming industries while shorting the quintile of
worst performers would, since 1900, have generated an annualized winner-minus-loser premium of
6.1% in the USA and 5.3% in the UK. Before
costs, US investors would have grown 870 times
richer from buying winning industries rather than
losers.
If these rotation strategies were to continue
working, which industries appear most and least
attractive at the start of 2015? In the USA, utili-

ties, insurance, transport and healthcare are favored, while leisure, software, electrical equipment
and beverages look least attractive. In the UK,
utilities, tobacco, pharmaceuticals and life assurance rank highest, while the laggards are technology hardware, aerospace, industrial engineering
and electronic and electrical equipment.
This is just an illustration. It is emphatically not
a recommendation. Historically, the rotation strategies, even when combined, have failed in around
one year in three. In the case of momentum, the
failures can be especially painful at market turning
points. But for the patient, long-run investor who
can weather such episodes, the past success of
these strategies may provide food for thought.
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Responsible investing:
Does it pay to be bad?
Investors are increasingly concerned about social, environmental and ethical
issues, and asset managers are under growing pressure to demonstrate responsible investment behavior. This can take the form of “exit” via ethical
screening, or “voice” through engagement and intervention. We show in this
article that “sin” can pay, not least because those choosing to exit “sinful”
stocks can cause them to offer higher returns to those less troubled by ethical considerations. However, the expected financial impact of modest exclusions is generally small. We also provide evidence that corporate engagement can pay, whether the focus is on environmental and social issues or on
corporate governance.

Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, London Business School

Some investors take a laissez faire approach, investing where returns seem most promising, and
ignoring social, environmental and ethical issues.
Others take an approach that they regard as more
“responsible.” There are three reasons for choosing
to be a responsible investor. First, the owners of
businesses share in responsibility for the firms’
actions. Second, they can induce them to improve
corporate behavior. And third, long-run returns may
be enhanced by ensuring that companies have high
standards of behavior.
The owners’ responsibility includes events like
BP’s rig explosion (Deepwater Horizon), Union
Carbide’s gas leak (Bhopal), Lonmin’s labor relations (Marikana), Exxon’s oil spill (Exxon Valdez),
Tokyo Electric Power’s meltdown (Fukushima),
Massey Energy’s mine explosion (Upper Big
Branch), and the Savar Building collapse (Rana
Plaza). It also embraces dishonesty and malfeasance. For example, there are a number of documented cases with such well-known companies as
Lockheed (bribery), Siemens (corruption), Enron
(false accounting), Walmart (child labor), and
Mattel (lead paint).
The laissez faire view is losing ground. The
world’s largest asset owners now devote extensive

resources to social and environmental issues and
corporate governance, and to engaging with investee
companies on these issues.
The extent of engagement is reported to be at an
all-time high. The UN-supported Principles for Responsible Investment lists 1,349 signatories with
assets of over USD 45 trillion, around half the assets
of the global institutional investor market (Shubb,
2014). The Global Sustainable Investment Alliance
estimates that worldwide some USD 14 trillion of
professionally managed portfolios incorporate environmental, social and governance concerns into their
decisions.
Corporations and their executives also wish to be
seen as responsible, with a commitment to delivering
broader benefits, not just financial rewards. Under the
UN Global Compact, more than 12,000 business
organizations in 145 countries have committed to
responsible and sustainable corporate practices.
Why be good?
The motivations for taking a responsible approach
to investing include complicity, influence and universal ownership. The notion of complicity underpins the screening processes followed by the
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Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global; see
Nystuen, Follesdal and Mestad (2011). For the
Norwegians, “owning shares or bonds in a company that can be expected to commit gross unethical actions may be regarded as complicity in
these actions” (Graver, 2003). Some faith-based
investors veto investing in certain companies (e.g.
alcohol) on the grounds that such businesses are
offensive to their values.
Influence, or “leverage” in the terminology preferred by Richardson (2013), seeks to persuade
companies to behave differently. The leverage that
asset owners have may enable them to persuade
the executives of businesses that they own – or
perhaps their regulators, judiciary or other influencers – to improve their behavior. The improvement may be motivated by social justice and/or
the interests of stakeholders.

Figure 1

The Vice Fund and Vanguard FTSE Social Index Fund 2002–14
Source: Morningstar. Data from 30 August 2002. Dividends reinvested. Charges not deducted.
Cumulative value of $1 invested in Vice Fund on launch date, 30 August 2002
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The third motivation relates to the fact that the
very largest asset owners are increasingly “universal owners,” a term proposed by Monks and Minow (1995). They are now so large that they
essentially own every company in the market.
Furthermore, many of them have investment horizons that extend into the distant future. Universal
owners cannot escape costly, company-specific
factors: if one investee company benefits at the
expense of creating additional costs for another,
there may be no net gain to an asset owner with
shares in both. Logically, universal owners should
focus on increasing the size of the cake – the
aggregate value of all corporations – rather than
being too concerned about how the cake is sliced
up between companies.
An example of this broader focus is labor practices. Some investee companies may lower production costs by employing children, or by sourcing from companies that employ children, but they
are unlikely to pay the costs of poor child health or
under-education. The universal owner may recognize that child labor in one firm reduces the profitability of other firms who do not employ children,
and that impaired education may impede broader
economic progress. From a long-term perspective,
the owner can therefore benefit financially by
engaging with companies and regulatory authorities. This is the business case, but there is, of
course, also an ethical case. Similar arguments
may be put forward in relation to corruption, nuclear proliferation, climate change and other societal issues.
There is a small number of universal owners, if
that term is taken literally, such as the Norwegian
Government Pension Fund Global, the California
Public Employees' Retirement System (CalPERS),
the California State Teachers' Retirement System
(CalSTRS), New York City Employees’ Retirement
System (NYCERS), the Universities Superannuation Scheme (USS) and the BT Pension Scheme.
There are also many investment managers, notably of globally diversified passive funds, who interact with investee companies in the interests of
large numbers of investors with more modest
wealth.
The universal ownership approach shares some
of the methods associated with complicity and
influence. However, it is based on the notion that
financial rewards can accrue from taking a broad
view of responsible corporate behavior; see
Dimson, Kreutzer, Lake, Sjo and Starks (2013).
While this may be true of the very largest investors, especially sovereign funds, for most institutions there is a risk that an investor practicing
responsible investment to the greatest possible
extent could forego immediate investment returns
in violation of fiduciary obligations. The gains from
pursuing a universal ownership approach may be
too unquantifiable or too costly in immediate financial terms. Whether this is the case is an empirical issue, which we address below.
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Exit and voice
The political scientist and economist Albert
Hirschman describes the two responses open to
members of an organization when they perceive
that it is demonstrating a decrease in benefit to its
members. On the one hand, they can “exit” – that
is, they can withdraw from the relationship. On the
other hand, they can “voice” – in other words, they
can speak out in an attempt to improve the relationship through communication of the complaint,
grievance or need for change.
Admati and Pfleiderer (2009) refer to exit as
the Wall Street Walk’. It may simply be a screening out or selling decision. But for an active owner, exit may be a more political action intended to
apply pressure on the company or industry in
question. If it is a coordinated activity, exit involves
concerted disinvestment intended to persuade a
business, industry, or nation to change its policy
or regime.

outperforms, and then examines the implications
for investment professionals, investors, pension
funds, and community/non-profit groups.”
John Harrington makes similar claims in his
book (also Figure 2) Investing with Your Conscience: How to Achieve High Returns Using
Socially Responsible Investing.

Exit and the wages of sin
Figure 1 plots the cumulative returns, including
reinvested dividends, on two US mutual funds
launched in the early 2000s. The relative winner
was the Vice Fund, whose excellent investment
performance (USD 10,000 growing from inception to USD 33,655 at start-2015) earned it a top
rating from Lipper and Morningstar. On the other
hand, the Vanguard FTSE Social Index Fund,
which had lower investment growth over the same
interval (USD 10,000 growing to USD 26,788),
was the relative loser. During this period, the
S&P500 had performance midway between these
two funds.
The Vice Fund invests in businesses that are
considered by many to be socially irresponsible.
Recently renamed the Barrier Fund, it has assets
of USD 290 million invested in “industries with
significant barriers to entry, including tobacco,
alcoholic
beverage,
gaming
and
defense/aerospace industries.” The Social Index
Fund tracks an index screened by social, human
rights, and environmental criteria. Constituents
have superior environmental policies, strong hiring/promotion records for minorities and women,
and a safe workplace. There are no companies
involved in tobacco, alcohol, adult entertainment,
firearms, gambling, nuclear power, and unfair
labor practices. It has assets under management
of USD 1.5 billion, over five times that of the Vice
Fund.
Many ethical investors emphasize “doing well
by doing good.” They consider that investing in
responsible and principled companies is likely to
be rewarded in the long run by better stock market performance. In The SRI Advantage: Why
Socially Responsible Investing Has Outperformed
Financially (Figure 2), Peter Camejo explains that
he “presents overwhelming evidence that SRI has
outperformed financially, explains in detail why SRI

Figure 2

Books on responsible and sin-based investing
Source: Publishers. Acknowledgements are included in the References.
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In reality, however, much of the evidence that
we review suggests that, as illustrated by the Vice
Fund, "sin" pays. Investments in unethical stocks,
industries and countries have tended to outperform. For those for whom principles have a price,
it is important to know the likely impact screening
may have on both performance and diversification.
Also, ironically, responsible investors should recognize that they may be partly responsible for the
higher returns from sin.
The standard argument is that irresponsible
businesses can be disciplined by the threat of
divestment of the firm’s shares. The assumption is
that downward pressure on the share price will
make the company less valuable, pushing up its
cost of capital to the detriment of its ability to raise
finance, and possibly raising the likelihood of a
takeover bid. Lower stock prices will also punish
executives where it hurts – through their pay –
according to this point of view.

As Dan Ahrens explains in his book, Investing
in Vice: The Recession Proof Portfolio of Booze,
Bets, Bombs and Butts (Figure 2), it can be profitable to invest in stocks that ethical investors
abhor. The rationale for "vice investing" is that
these companies have a steady demand for their
goods and services regardless of economic conditions, they operate globally ("vice" is a worldwide
phenomenon), they tend to be high-margin businesses, and they are in industries with high entry
barriers. Yet, if a large enough proportion of investors avoids "vice" businesses, their share prices
will be depressed. Appealingly to Dan Ahrens, if
companies have a lower stock price, they offer a
buying opportunity to investors who are relatively
untroubled by ethical considerations. Caroline
Waxler has a similar interpretation in Stocking Up
on Sin: How to Crush the Market with Vice-Based
Investing (also Figure 2).
The paradox, then, is that depressed share
prices for what some regard as noxious and nasty
businesses may demonstrate that responsible and
ethical investors are having an impact on the value
of a company whose activities conflict with social
norms. If so, the shares will ultimately sell at a
lower price relative to fundamentals. For example,
they may trade at a lower price/earnings or lower
price/dividend ratio. Buying them would then offer
a superior expected financial return which, for
some investors, compensates for the emotional
“cost” of exposure to offensive companies.
Exit from companies and industries

Figure 3

Cumulative returns on tobacco and on equities, 1900–2014
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton. Currencies are nominal USD and nominal GBP
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A number of companies have been excluded by
investors where there is a record of contributing to
severe environmental damage, serious violations
of societal norms, or systematic human rights
abuses. Even for investors who tolerate aerospace
and defense, there can be exclusions of businesses involved, sometimes indirectly, in nucleararms manufacture, antipersonnel landmines and
cluster munitions. Several large funds follow the
recommendations of the Norwegian Council on
Ethics.
It can be hard to find universally shared evaluations. Despite high ratings from Kinder, Lydenberg, Domini & Co (KLD), Walmart was divested
by Norway’s sovereign fund because of its unacceptable labor practices. Despite its credentials as
a purveyor of Fair Trade coffee, Starbucks has
become a boycott target because of its UK tax
avoidance practices. Despite its inclusion in the
Dow Jones Sustainability World Index and
FTSE4Good Index, Medtronic has been excoriated
in the USA for its tax-inversion scheme. Amazon,
a company praised for environmental initiatives, is
accused in Europe and the USA of anticompetitive
tax arrangements. The sin of theft has now been
extended to being perceived to be robbing the
state of the tax that societies believe companies
ought to pay.
For a long-term perspective, we can gain a
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deeper insight by looking at the impact of eliminating businesses that violate established norms.
In their paper, The Price of Sin, Harrison Hong and
Marcin Kacperczyk examine "sin stocks" traded in
the USA over the period 1926–2006; they also
look at the European experience over the period
1985–2006. They define sin stocks as companies
that are involved in the “triumvirate of sin” (alcohol,
tobacco and gambling) and, in some additional
tests, weaponry. The authors show that institutional
investors tend to avoid sin stocks, which typically
sell at a lower price in relation to fundamentals.
They report larger expected returns for these
shares.
Tobacco companies are particularly informative.
For the first half of the 20th century, tobacco was
not widely regarded as harmful. But by the mid1950s, there was a confluence of four diverse
strands of evidence – epidemiology, animal experiments, cellular pathology and carcinogens in
tobacco smoke – and the causal association between smoking, particularly cigarette smoking,
and lung cancer was established. By then, at least
some investors were shunning the tobacco business.
Hong and Kacperczyk date the transition of tobacco companies from neutral to “sinful” status as
occurring in the USA during 1947–1965. Over
this interval, they observe an underperformance of
3% per year. After 1965, when the health impact
of tobacco became well known, US tobacco companies outperformed comparable firms by more
than +3% per year over the period 1965–2006.
Moreover, even though US tobacco companies
faced a barrage of litigation during this period,
they outperformed their international peers.
We use our own industry indices – taken from
the accompanying article – to estimate the outperformance of tobacco stocks over a complete 115year period. As Figure 3 shows, tobacco companies beat the overall equity market by an annualized 4.5% in the US and by 2.6% in the UK (over
the slightly shorter 85-year period of 1920–
2014). Over the entire 81 years of the HongKacperczyk study, US sin stocks provided an
annualized excess return, relative to non-sin
stocks of 3%–4% per year. During 1985–2006,
international sin stocks outperformed by around
2½% per year.
In another study entitled Sin Stock Returns,
Fabozzi, Ma and Oliphant examine a larger number of sin stocks, drawn from multiple markets
from 1970–2007. The authors used a carefully
enunciated definition of sinful activity, and included only the 267 stocks that were deemed sufficiently liquid to be investible. Figure 4 sets out
their findings. Each stock has a unique start- and
end-date in the sample, so the authors compute
the excess return for each stock relative to the
return on the capitalization-weighted index for the
market over the interval for which it trades. They
find a high level of performance from investing
internationally in sin stocks. Averaged within sin

categories, the mean excess return varies from a
low of 5.3% (alcohol), through 9.6% (biotech),
10.0% (adult services), 14.7% (tobacco) and
24.6% (weapons), to a high of 26.4% (gaming).
Their average performance varies by country,
but is systematically high. In only two cases is the
excess return negative (Taiwan –2%; Portugal –
1%). The excess return is statistically significant in
all but three markets. Both papers find that their
measures of performance are barely impacted by
the choice of performance measurement criterion.
Apart from the capacity limits of equalweighted strategies, there are other impediments
to profiting from sin stocks. First, there are not
many “pure play” sin stocks: out of thousands in
the US investment universe, Hong and Kacperczyk identify only 193 examples in the 81 years
they study, only 56 of them alive by 2006. Second, a sin-stock portfolio is undiversified. Third,
vice investing is unconventional (no competitors
have emerged for the Vice Fund). Fourth, there
are no examples of a sin-stock Exchange Traded
Fund (FocusShares launched one based on the
ISE’s SINdex, but it failed to attract investors). We
have discussed exit from individual companies and
industries. In addition, there can be an even
broader approach to exit. We consider next the
idea of boycotting an entire market.

Figure 4

Annual returns on sin stocks in 21 countries, 1970–2007
Source: Fabozzi, Ma and Oliphant (2008). For Taiwan and Portugal the excess return was negative
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Exit from countries
Various countries have at some time, recently or
decades ago, been subject to divestment pressures and investment boycotts. They include Burma/Myanmar (EU sanctions), Cuba (HelmsBurton Act), Iran (Sanctions Enabling Act), Israel
(BDS movement), Russian Federation (EU sanctions) and South Africa (Anti-Apartheid Movement). There are about 150 countries with stock
exchanges, but about half of them are omitted by
all the major index providers. Most global indices
omit frontier markets, but some investors may also
select benchmarks that omit secondary emerging
markets or even primary emerging markets, while
some investors simply decide for themselves
which markets are acceptable. Our point is this:
for almost all investors, individual national markets
are screened out of their portfolios.
We examine the impact of screening out countries based on their degree of corruption. Countries are evaluated using the Worldwide Governance Indicators compiled by Kaufmann, Kraay and
Mastruzzi (2010) and supported by the World
Bank. The indicators comprise annual scores on
six broad dimensions of governance in 215 countries from 1996 to date. While we have singled
out the corruption indicator, it is highly correlated
with the five other measures. The main score is a
percentile ranking across all nations that runs from
zero to 100.
Figure 5 shows the geographical distribution for
the corruption score. Corruption is not a major
feature among the 21 markets with a complete

Yearbook history; it is more prevalent among
developing markets.
Country exclusion based on corruption
We estimate the total return since 2000 for stock
markets in countries ranked by their corruption
score at that date. To measure investment returns, we use the indices for each of the 47 countries in the FTSE Global Equity Index Series
(GEIS). We compute the equally weighted average
of the equity market returns within a grouping,
where each index falls in one, and only one,
grouping. All returns are expressed in common
currency (US dollars) and they include the performance of markets that were deleted from GEIS,
or ceased to exist. We deem Venezuela, which
was removed on 20 June 2003 with a total return
index value on the 19th of 94.78 and on the 20th
of zero, to have lost 99.99% of its value.
Figure 6 shows the results for three groupings:
Yearbook countries with a continuous history
since 1900 versus others; countries grouped by
the date of eligibility for entry to the FTSE GEIS
series; and the World Bank’s corruption indicator.
We set the scene with the left-hand (red) bars,
which report the average return since start-2001
of the 21 Yearbook markets, which provided an
average annualized return of 5.9%. Indexes with a
shorter history had a 10.4% annualized return.
The middle (blue) bars present information on
countries ranked by the timing of entry to the FTSE
series, which began on 31 December 1986 with
23 countries. Seven were added during the 1990s

Figure 5

Control of corruption scores around the world, 2014
Source: Kaufmrann, Kraay and Mastruzzi (2010) updated using latest available data from World Bank at www.govindicators.org.
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(strictly, six in the 1990s plus one in 1988), and a
further 18 during 2000. The average returns were
7.4% per year for the original countries, 8.1% for
the additions of the 1990s, and 10.4% for those
that entered in 2000. The latter cohort included a
substantial number of emerging markets with lower
standards of governance.
The right-hand (gray) bars report the post2000 returns for markets ranked by the corruption
indicator. There are 14 with a poor score, 12 that
are acceptable, 12 that are good, and 11 with
excellent scores. The average returns for the last
three groups were between 5.3% and 7.7%. In
contrast, the markets with poor control of corruption had an average return of 11.0%. Realized
returns were higher for equity investments in jurisdictions that were more likely to be characterized
by corrupt behaviors. This pattern is time specific,
and there are sub-periods when more “saintly”
markets did better than the sinners. Because the
interval we study is short, our results may simply
reflect a period when emerging markets outperformed.
While our findings could be attributable to many
factors other than corruption, we are sympathetic
to the view that low standards of governance may
be regarded as a priced risk factor. Luo and Balvers (2014) introduce a boycott factor into asset
pricing that reflects the extent to which subgroups
of investors have a non-pecuniary preference to
avoid certain groups of stocks. Their model is
supported by carefully conducted empirical testing
based on US data, and could easily be extended
to country exclusions.
An application of country exclusion was adopted in 2002 by CalPERS, whose Permissible
Emerging Market Policy blacklisted entire countries that fell short of a minimal threshold on factors such as political stability, democratic institutions, transparency, labor practices, corporate
responsibility and disclosure. The resulting restriction on investing in Russia, China and other
(then) high-performing emerging markets was
costly: “by late 2006, CalPERS’ emerging market
portfolio had been subject to 2.6% in annual
opportunity cost of foregone return, totaling over
USD 400 million in losses from the time of the
policy’s inception” (Huppé and Hebb, 2011). In
2007, CalPERS dropped its emerging-market
country withdrawal strategy, and switched to a
principles-based approach to selecting companies
in the developing world. They chose to use voice
rather than exit within emerging markets, and
embraced dialogue, engagement and shareholder
activism.

submit and vote on proxy proposals, and seek to
influence regulators and standard setters. These
activities are undertaken in the belief that responsible investors can guide management toward
improved financial performance and/or enhanced
social conditions for stakeholders and communities. Hedge funds are also major activist investors,
mostly seeking to maximize investment returns.
The most visible activists seek to achieve stock
market performance by improving corporate governance or migrating ownership to a management
willing to work more effectively in the interests of
shareholders. These activists, who focus on investor returns rather than corporate social responsibility, eschew exit from unsatisfactory companies,
and indeed often target “entrance” to such companies where they use voice to facilitate change.

Figure 6
Return on markets ranked by corruption tendency, 2001–14
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, DMS data, FTSE indexes, World Bank
Annualized USD return 2001–2014 (%)
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There is a considerable body of research on the
use of voice in corporate engagement. Greenwood and Schor (2009) examine activist-driven
takeovers in the USA and suggest that hedge
funds may be better suited to identifying undervalued targets and prompting a takeover, rather than
at engaging in long-term corporate governance
and improving companies’ operations.
More recently, Becht, Franks, Grant and Wagner (2014) examine 1796 cases of public activism
across three regions (Europe, North America and
Asia). They find that market-adjusted returns at
block-disclosure are 4.5%–7.5% (depending on
the region), followed by outcome-announcement
returns of 3.0%–9.3% (also depending on the
region, Asia being the lowest). Returns are higher
for successful engagements than for those that
fail to achieve their objectives.

Figure 7 plots the cumulative market-adjusted
returns for the pooled sample from all three regions, from 20 days before to 20 days after the
activist engagement is disclosed through initial
filing or press coverage. There is some predisclosure drift in returns that anticipates the engagement and some post-disclosure drift that
reflects the consensus view on the likely outcome.
In addition to the positive market reaction to the
announcement of an activist block holding, there
is also a further reaction on the announcement of
a successful outcome. Combining both components, the average returns exceed 15%. The
study reports that coordinated activism tends to
generate higher returns than individual activism.
Use of voice on corporate strategy has a positive
financial value, but what can we say about social
and environmental issues? Does the evidence we
have on corporate governance interventions carry
over to engagements on issues to do with responsible investing?
Voice on social issues
As dialogue with investee companies has expanded, there has been a corresponding growth in
articles on shareholder engagement. Unfortunately, however, there has been little high-quality
research on the impact of interventions on corporate social responsibility. Most studies rely on
static and delimited measures of corporate social
responsibility, such as the social-responsibility
scores produced by KLD, now known as MSCI
ESG. Data like this can help establish whether a
company that is profitable tends to spend more on
corporate social responsibility activities; it cannot
establish that spending on corporate social responsibility tends to make a company more profitable. Documenting correlations leaves some of
the most basic questions about corporate social
responsibility activism unanswered.

Figure 7

Cumulative return around engagement disclosure, 2000–14

Active ownership

Source: Becht, Franks, Grant and Wagner (2014)
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To provide more evidence, Dimson, Karakas and Li
(2015) draw on a large, proprietary database of
environmental, social and governance engagements.
Their study, which examines US public companies,
addresses questions including: which firms do
active owners engage and how are these engagements executed? Do active owners compete or
collaborate with other shareholders and with what
effect? How do engaged firms respond? What
determines the success of engagements? How
does the market react to engagements on social
responsibility issues? Do active owners succeed in
implementing their objectives? And how do these
activities affect financial performance?
The dataset analyzed in this study is unusual in
being a point-in-time record of active engagements. It was provided by an institutional investor
that actively engages in dialogue with target companies (4,000 of them in 2013) and exercises
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ownership rights at shareholders’ meetings (voting
on 60,000 resolutions in that year), achieving the
change sought in 7% of cases. The primary sample consists of 2,152 engagement sequences
(1,252 social, environmental and ethical, and 900
corporate-governance-based sequences) for 613
public firms between 1999 and 2009. The success rate for engagements is 18% and, on average, it takes a sequence of 2–3 engagements
over 1–2 years until success can be recorded.
Compared to a matched sample of companies,
firms are more likely to be engaged if they are
large, mature, and performing poorly. The likelihood of being engaged is further increased if the
asset manager has a large shareholding in a particular firm, if other socially conscious institutional
investors (e.g. pension activists or ethical funds)
are shareholders, if there are reputational concerns for the target company and if it has inferior
standards of governance.
An analysis of the engagement features and
tactics shows that successful prior engagement
experience with the same target firm increases
the likelihood of subsequent engagements being
successful. In addition, collaboration among the
asset manager and other active investors and/or
stakeholders contributes positively to the success
of engagements, particularly for the social, environmental and ethical engagements.
Figure 8 provides evidence on how the market
reacts to activism on corporate social responsibility, showing post-engagement performance for
the entire sample. Cumulative abnormal returns
(CARs) are based on total returns, which are
adjusted for Fama-French size-decile matched
returns. The sample is partitioned into the CAR for
successful engagements (i.e. those that accomplished the objectives set out prior to engagement) and the CAR for unsuccessful engagements (i.e. those that did not).
Dimson, Karakas and Li find that corporate social responsibility engagements generate a cumulative size-adjusted abnormal return of +2.3%
over the year following the initial engagement (see
the blue line in Figure 8). Investment performance
is superior for successful engagements (+7.1%)
and gradually flattens out after a year (red line)
when the objective is accomplished for the median
firm in our sample. There is a neutral market reaction to unsuccessful engagements (gray line).
The abnormal returns are similar for successful
environmental/social and successful corporate
governance engagement; and similar for unsuccessful environmental/social and unsuccessful
corporate governance engagements. In other
words, investors placed much the same financial
value on successful social activism as on successful governance interventions. Active ownership
provided stakeholder benefits and did not destroy
firm value even when engagements were unsuccessful. Of course, this study focusses on a single
and, in hindsight, successful example of shareholder activism. Activism by an under-skilled or

under-resourced team risks a lower payoff. It
should also be noted that engagements by an
active owner relate to a small part of a large portfolio, and their impact on overall performance will
be modest. Finally, a caveat: these rewards from
active ownership may be period-specific and, in a
subsequent period, the benefits from engagement
could wane.
The choice of exit or voice
Investors already recognize there is a corporate
governance dividend attached to firms: they command a higher market valuation, have cheaper
access to capital and benefit from a strong shareholder base. We have reported here on a study
that indicates there is a corporate social responsibility premium attached to firms: they are likely to
attract additional investors, avoid environmental
and social mishaps, and sell at a higher multiple.
For corporations and shareholders, adherence
to superior ethical principles is important, and it
impacts on their overall performance. Investors
increasingly demand greater transparency from
companies about their governance principles as
well as their environmental policies and practices,
their record of protecting human rights and their
contribution to the communities in which they
operate.

Figure 8

Cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) after engagement
Source: Dimson, Karakas and Li (2015). Fama-French size decile returns from Professor French’s website
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Consistent with responsible companies trading
at a premium price, companies that violate social
norms sell for lower stock prices, and there have
consequently been favorable investment returns
from sin stocks. As long as those investor preferences persist, one should expect higher total
returns from sin stocks. If the “sin” discount stays
constant, the expected capital gain is the same for
sin and non-sin stocks: the excess returns to sin
stocks should then come in the form of higher
dividends over time. Contrary to conventional
wisdom, this gives “sin” investors an incentive to
have longer investment horizons.
Investors therefore face a challenge: should
they exit from objectionable stocks, or should they
use voice to make target companies more acceptable? The decision will often depend on how
strongly they feel about loyalty – retaining their
stake in the company – and about the scope for
changing the company for the better. It will also
depend on the potential return loss from omitting
objectionable stocks as well as the loss of diversification. For large institutions, an added consideration may be the cost of exiting a very large
position.

Figure 9

The forward-looking impact of exclusions on the World index
Source: Ang (2014, p.109). Non-BDT denotes non-bank, non-defense, non-tobacco.

Andrew Ang (2014) estimates the impact of
exclusions on forward-looking estimates of risk
and return. He analyses the FTSE All World index
portfolio which, in 2012, comprised 39 industries
and 2871 stocks. He estimates industry risk and
correlation (for the technically minded, using Ledoit-Wolf estimation) and expected returns (using
Black-Litterman forecasts). Using a risk-free
interest rate of 2%, he then computes optimal
portfolio composition with various industry exclusions, and reports the risk of a minimum-volatility
portfolio and the maximum reward-to-risk ratio (the
Sharpe Ratio) for each screened portfolio.
Figure 9 reports his results. The first row
shows the minimum risk and maximum Sharpe
Ratio when all industries are deemed investible.
The next three rows shows the impact of exclusions, which raise the risk of the minimum volatility
portfolio from 12.05% to 12.10%; and reduce the
maximum Sharpe Ratio from 0.4853 to 0.4852.
In terms of expected risk and return, the penalty
for screening is small.
We have shown in the companion article of this
Yearbook that industries can have discernible
factor exposures, and this raises the possibility
that sin stocks are nevertheless likely to behave
differently from their more attractive counterparts.
The realized return from exiting may therefore turn
out to be a financial disappointment or an investment success.
Following a rather different methodology,
Humphrey and Tan (2014) simulate portfolios that
mimic the characteristics of socially responsible
mutual funds by using stock-level data and avoiding
the confounding impact of cost-drag on performance. They find no indication that screening has a
material impact on portfolio risk or return. On average, investors neither experience harm nor benefit
from investing in a portfolio of socially responsible
securities.
Screening out securities from a portfolio must
always reduce the benefits of diversification. Why,
then, does omission of up to three groups of
companies have a tiny impact on expected future
performance? The explanation is that, in Ang’s
analysis, the marginal loss of diversification from
exposure to 36 rather than 39 industries is small,
and expected returns in his analysis are related
solely to the beta of each industry relative to the
market index (i.e. there is no expected premium
from sin industries).
In the Humphrey and Tan work, the impact of
pure-play sin stocks (and of pure-play responsible
companies) is weakened because they are dominated by the overwhelming value of core holdings
that defy classification as sinful or saintly. Stierli
(2014), in his Credit Suisse research, shows that a
stringent application of screening criteria reduces
the worldwide investment universe by over 65%
and, in this case, the impact could be bigger.
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Positive screening
We have seen that companies which achieve a
high standard of corporate social responsibility
have generated superior stock market performance. There is a school of thought that tilting an
investor’s portfolio toward responsible companies
may be rewarded with a positive contribution to
investment performance. This tilting strategy is
sometimes referred to as positive screening.
A dilemma is that we do not always have clear
evidence on how corporate social responsibility
influences stock prices. When a company’s behavior improves, the perceived risk of the stock
may fall, in which case investors will require a
lower rate of return. To deliver a lower return in
the future, the stock price must rise. So as the
company becomes more “responsible,” its share
price should go up, and once it is a more desirable
company, its equities should subsequently deliver
a lower return than less responsible alternative
investments. Positive screening, which involves
selecting companies with standards of behavior
that are established as high, may therefore be
associated with lower investment returns.
The widely-cited study by Gompers, Ishii and
Metrick (2003) provides a case study of this effect.
The authors reported that the governance index
they compiled was positively correlated with stock
market performance during the course of the
1990s: the better governed the company, the more
its shares appreciated. Their results encouraged
many institutions to emphasize good governance as
a criterion for selecting stocks for investment.
Subsequent research by Bebchuk, Cohen and
Wang (2013) found that the superior return from
well-governed companies could be ascribed to
gradual learning during the 1990s by market
participants about the benefits of good governance. The stock prices of better-governed companies drifted up, to the extent that during the
following decade (2000–08) the governance
premium in US stock returns disappeared.
Borgers, Derwall, Koedijk and Ter Horst (2013)
demonstrate that there was an analogous period
of learning about the importance of being sensitive
to the interests of corporate stakeholders. During
1992–2004, companies with positive strategies
from a corporate-responsibility perspective outperformed, but subsequently (2005–09) they failed
to generate superior returns.
The implication is that buying shares in responsibly managed companies cannot be seen as a
strategy that will necessarily be rewarded in the
financial markets. Financially, a better course of
action may be for investors to engage with the firms
whose shares they own or wish to buy. This may
facilitate more substantial changes for the better
than can be accomplished through positive screening or through exit.
How should that be implemented? To maximize
the probability of success as an activist, asset owners might consider the “washing machine” strategy

advocated by Gollier and Pouget (2014). They
argue that a large investor can generate continuing
outperformance by buying non-responsible companies and turning them into more responsible businesses. After they have been cleaned up, the
shares may then be sold at a price that reflects the
accomplishments of the activist.
Conclusion
Investors have a choice between responding to
unacceptable corporate behavior by means of exit
or voice. Exit involves excluding the shares of
companies, industries or countries with unattractive attributes. Voice involves engaging with the
company or pursuing other methods for amending
the behavior of the firm. Exit can give rise to performance deviations (positive or negative) relative
to unconstrained benchmarks. Large-scale divestment, such as avoiding entire markets, can
have a particularly marked impact.
As well as being socially responsible, engaging
with investee companies has been shown to be
profitable in a number of cases. We find that
responsible investment strategies are more likely
to pay off when action is coordinated with likeminded activists. To be successful, responsible
investing requires a major commitment in asset
management resources, which can be costly.
While it is not for everyone, a strategy of rotating
attention to successive engagement opportunities
(the “washing machine” model) offers an interesting direction for responsible asset owners.
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Do equity discount
rates mean revert?
Mean reversion is a natural phenomenon that provides contrarian investors
with a powerful rationale for making and justifying their investment choices.
Well-behaved macro signals are highly prized but elusive. Investors often ask
us if changes in the cost of capital for equity markets can be predicted, and
if the likelihood and magnitude of those changes can be quantified. They
would like to know if there is an equilibrium or mean-reverting level for the
cost of capital and, if so, how quickly does it revert?

David A. Holland, Bryant Matthews and Pratyasha Rath, Credit Suisse HOLT Valuation & Analytics

“The future ain’t what it used to be” – Yogi Berra

A recent history of the US discount rate

HOLT is a division of Credit Suisse that for over
30 years has been offering institutional clients a
unique perspective on equity valuation and risk.
The HOLT discount rate represents a real, market-implied cost of capital for listed equities, adjusted for regional and sector risk, as well as
company size and leverage. Because it links today’s equity prices with forward estimates of cash
flow, it is a market-implied measure. When investor risk appetite is high (low), the discount rate
decreases (increases). Since the bankruptcy of
Lehman Brothers in September 2008, when the
discount rate skyrocketed, it has been a signal
closely followed by many fund managers. A 100
basis-point increase in the discount rate typically
amounts to a drop in equity valuation of 20%–
25%! Understanding the behavior of the discount
rate can be highly beneficial and potentially lucrative.

After discount rates shot up during the 2008 credit
crisis, we received numerous calls for our view on
the appropriate discount rate to use in valuing corporations. Would discount rates revert back to precrisis levels, or would a new, higher level persist?
How long would it take to “normalize”? To answer
these questions requires an understanding of the
discount rate’s dynamic behavior.
The weighted-average real discount rate time
series for US industrial and service companies
since 1976 is plotted in Figure 1. The median is
5.6% with 25th and 75th percentile values of 4.6%
and 6.8%, respectively. Today’s discount rate is
4.2%, which indicates the US stock market is
relatively expensive (nearly at the 10th percentile of
historical observations).
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Figure 1

Monthly time-series of the weighted-average real discount rate for US industrial and service companies
(1976 to present)
Source: Credit Suisse HOLT
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Figure 1 reveals multi-year trends that can be
associated with economic developments in the
USA, and spikes that can be associated with
specific market and macroeconomic events.
Spikes indicate bouts of market panic and risk
aversion. The large spike in late 2008 highlights
the widespread panic of the credit crisis. Conversely, the extraordinary risk appetite preceding
the dotcom bubble which peaked in 2000, and
accompanying the commodity super cycle during
the mid-2000s, is associated with very low discount rates during these periods.
As a general rule of thumb, a discount rate below 5% indicates that investors might be too euphoric and above 7% that investors might be too
pessimistic. It is clear from Figure 1 that the market can remain relatively cheap or expensive for
many years at a time. As John Maynard Keynes is
credited saying, "Markets can remain irrational a
lot longer than you and I can remain solvent."1
What are the latest discount rates for key
equity markets?
The market-implied discount rates for key equity
markets are calculated on a weekly basis and
used by our clients to obtain a relative sense of
value and risk appetite in each market. As a general rule, when the discount rate exceeds or falls
below its 75th or 25th percentile, the market has
entered either pessimistic or optimistic territory.
This can help fund managers decide which markets to gain exposure to, and which to avoid.

1
The earliest reference to this quote is A. Gary Schilling in
Forbes magazine in February 1993, but it is often credited to
Keynes.
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Market-implied discount rates as of 10 January
2015 are graphed as triangles from lowest to
highest in Figure 2. Indonesia, China and Switzerland have the lowest discount rates (risk on) while
Russia, Argentina and Italy have the highest (risk
off). The blue vertical bars indicate the interquartile range for each country over the past decade.
The black line is the 10-year median. These are
useful for relative observations. Ten countries are
trading in their bottom quartile (risk on), while only
Russia is trading in its top quartile (risk off). Fifteen countries out of 23 are at or below their 10year medians. While this chart gives us an excellent bird’s eye view of regional risk appetite, it
does not indicate if and how quickly mean reversion occurs.
General observations about annual changes
in the US discount rate
Let us assume the discount rate is meanreverting. This suggests a rounded discount rate
of 6% for US industrial and service companies.
Using this rate today in a discounted cash flow
model would show that most US stocks are expensive. Due to the highly auto-correlated nature
of the discount rate, the best guess for next
month’s discount rate is not the mean-reverting
level, but rather the most recent observation. Fund
managers are paid to be in the market, so using
the most recent market-implied discount rate is
rational, but care should be taken.
Because of the importance of the discount rate
in determining value, it is beneficial to understand
whether it is mean-reverting or random walk. If it
is mean-reverting, what is the level and rate of
mean reversion? (There is no need to pick stocks
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Figure 2

Market-implied discount rates for industrial and service firms in key equity markets
Source: Credit Suisse HOLT as of 10 January 2015
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when you know which way the discount rate is
heading.) A great place to start is to understand
how the discount rate has changed over 12month periods. This information can be used to
construct probability trees comprised of worst,
base and best-case scenarios. Summary statistics
since 1976 are shown in Table 1.
Since 1976, the median US discount rate has
been 5.6% with dramatic swings. The discount
rate was below 4.0% for 10% of the time and
over 7.6% for 10% of the time. These outer values could be used to quantify best and worst
cases, but that would ignore the fact that the best
indicator of next month’s discount rate is this
month’s discount rate.
To take advantage of this property, we calculated the 12-month change in discount rate since
1976. The median change is minus ten basis
points. This suggests that in one year the discount
rate will essentially be the same as today. The
discount rate dropped by 110 basis points or more
10% of the time and increased by 100 basis
points or more 10% of the time. A general rule of
thumb is to use the 10th, 50th and 90th percentiles for the worst, base and best cases when
constructing probability trees. Thus a change of
±100 basis points in the discount rate over the
next 12 months is a perfectly sensible assumption
for worst (+100 basis points) and best (–100
basis points) cases.
Is the likely change in the discount rate different when the market is euphoric or highly pessimistic? Table 1 shows the 12-month percentage
point change when the starting discount rate is
less than 5% (euphoric market) and when it is
greater than 7% (pessimistic market). Note the
asymmetry in changes, particularly for pessimistic
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markets. Significant drops in discount rate have
been more likely for pessimistic markets. This
asymmetry suggests that mean reversion might be
at work when the discount rate wags its tail.
How does the monthly change in the US
discount rate behave?
To better understand the discount rate’s behavior,
it is helpful to look at the distribution of monthly
changes, shown in Figure 3. The median monthly
change is a negligible –1 basis point with a 10th
percentile change of –26 basis points or less, and
a 90th percentile change of 26 basis points or
more. The standard deviation is 24.6 basis points
which annualizes to 85 basis points.
As is so often the case for financial data, the
observations indicate more bunching in the center
and fatter tails (leptokurtosis) than that predicted
by a normal distribution (red line).

Table 1

US discount rate and 12-month changes in discount rate
since 1976
Source: Credit Suisse HOLT data and analysis
Percentile
US discount rate

p(10%) p(25%)

p(50%) p(75%) p(90%)

4.0%

4.6%

5.6%

6.8%

12-month change in discount rate (all)

-1.1%

-0.6%

-0.1%

0.5%

7.6%
1.0%

12-month change in discount rate if < 5%

-0.9%

-0.4%

0.2%

0.7%

1.3%

12-month change in discount rate if > 7%

-1.7%

-1.0%

-0.1%

0.3%

1.0%
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In summary, the best guess for next month’s
discount rate is this month’s value with a 10%
chance it could drop by 26 basis points or more
(best-case scenario for those anticipating an increase in risk appetite) and a 10% chance it could
increase by 26 basis points or more (worst-case
scenario for those anticipating an increase in risk
appetite).
Does the discount rate mean-revert? We tested
for this by plotting the discount rate versus its
value one month earlier. Random walk behavior is
indicated by a slope of one and mean reversion
Figure 3

Distribution of 1-month changes in the US discount rate since
1976
Source: Credit Suisse HOLT data and analysis
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results in a slope less than one. The results are
shown in Figure 4.
The slope of 0.986 and correlation coefficient of
0.985 give a weak indication of mean reversion
(and a strong display of the auto-correlation). The
mean-reverting point for this sample is 5.6%, which
means that 98.5% of the spread between today’s
discount rate and the mean-reverting level is expected to remain in one month’s time with a standard deviation of 0.25%. If today’s discount rate
were 4.20%, then next month’s most likely value
would be 4.22% plus or minus 0.25%.2 The volatility and noise of 0.25% swamps any possible
mean reversion and signal of 0.02%. If anything is
clear, it is that noise dominates signal! This makes
the discount rate behavior appear random, and
muddies the identification of a clear mean-reverting
level. For all intents and purposes, the monthly
change in discount rate is a random walk process.
Since HOLT’s discount rate is a measure of
aggregate risk appetite, and stock price changes
are characterized as random walk, it makes sense
that HOLT’s discount rate approximates a random
walk process. The apparent non-existence of
mean reversion should not be dismissed by those
whose investment horizons are secular, i.e. just
because the discount rate seems far too high or
low does not mean it will not persist at stretched
values. Forward estimates of the discount rate can
be generated by incorporating an error term in a
simple predictive model. The probability of a given
level can be determined, where t is in months,
DR(0) is today’s discount rate, and LTDR is the
long-term discount rate.
DR(t) = LTDR + 0.985t x [DR(0) – LTDR] + Ź(t)

Figure 4

A plot of the US discount rate versus its value in the preceding month since 1976
Source: Credit Suisse HOLT data and analysis
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The US discount rate on 10 January 2015 was
4.2%, which places it firmly in the lower quartile of
historical observations. The above equation can be
used to generate a probability table for the evolution
of today’s discount rate. The top row in Table 2
indicates the number of months forward and the
left-hand column indicates the cumulative probability of achieving a discount rate at or below the value
indicated. Note how the median slowly drifts toward
an assumed mean-reverting point of 6% as time
rolls on. Looking one month ahead, the most likely
US discount rate is 4.2% with a 10% chance of
being 3.9% or lower, and a 10% chance of being
4.5% or higher. Looking 12 months ahead, the
expected discount rate is 4.5% with a 10% probability of being 3.4% or less (which is deep bull
territory), and a 10% probability of being 5.6% or
higher (which is tantamount to full mean reversion).
The market is a noisy system!
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2

The most-likely value would be 5.6% + 0.985 x (4.20% –
5.6%) = 4.22% for a very small expected increase of 2 basis
points in one month. This is insignificant relative to volatility of
25 basis points; the signal-to-noise ratio is 2/25 = 0.08.
Imagine trying to track a faint signal in that sea of noise.
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Figure 5

Time series of the market-implied ERP for US industrial and service companies
Source: Credit Suisse HOLT
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How do changes in the discount rate manifest in the equity risk premium?
The market-implied equity risk premium (ERP) can
be estimated from the weighted-average discount
rate. The results for US industrial and service
firms are charted in Figure 5. Investors are risk
averse and demand a premium for the riskiness of
equity yields relative to safe “risk-free” yields on
government bonds. The median market-implied
ERP since 1976 is 4.5%, which is in line with the
historical ERP of 4.2% from 1928 to 2012 that
Mauboussin and Callahan report, and the 4.5%
reported by Dimson, Marsh and Staunton from
1963 to 2012 (all values are relative to US Treasury bonds).
The market-implied ERP is highly volatile, reflecting the vicissitudes of the market’s risk appetite
for equities. An ERP of 0% suggests risk-neutral
behavior and a value less than 0%, which accompanied the dotcom bubble, implies aggressive riskseeking behavior. The high level of ERP since the
credit crisis has been amplified by depressed yields
on risk-free treasuries due to quantitative easing
and fears of slower growth. Today’s ERP of 4.8%
is in line with the median. An increase in the riskfree rate due to an ending of quantitative easing
would likely reduce the ERP.
The bitter truth about mean reversion
“Predictions are hazardous, especially about the
future.” – Danish proverb
Expectations of reversion to the mean drive many
investments. Well-behaved macro signals are
highly prized but elusive. By assuming the stock
market is in aggregate fairly priced, Credit Suisse
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HOLT determines a market-implied discount rate
and then uses this to value individual stocks. For
investors who have to be invested in equities, or
believe the market is approximately right in the
aggregate, it is sensible to take a market-neutral
approach and use the most current market-implied
discount rate when valuing stocks.
Asset allocators and strategists, however, need
to take a view on the attractiveness of markets, and
can use market-implied discount rates as a signal.
Their job is difficult. Any hints of mean reversion in
the market-implied discount rate and ERP are
swamped by volatility, suggesting that macro predictions based on imminent mean reversion are
precarious at best. For all intents and purposes,
monthly changes in the discount rate and ERP are
random walk. The market can remain seemingly
irrational for long periods, debunking naïve arguments for near-term mean reversion.

Table 2

Probabilistic evolution of the 10 January 2015 US discount rate of 4.2% as a function of months forward
Source: Credit Suisse data and analysis
Months forward
Cumulative
probability

4.2%

1

3

6

12

24

36

60

10%

3.9%

3.7%

3.6%

3.4%

3.2%

3.1%

2.8%

25%

4.1%

4.0%

3.9%

3.9%

3.9%

3.9%

4.0%

50%

4.2%

4.3%

4.4%

4.5%

4.7%

4.9%

5.3%

75%

4.4%

4.6%

4.8%

5.1%

5.6%

5.9%

6.5%

90%

4.5%

4.8%

5.1%

5.6%

6.3%

6.8%

7.7%
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The Yearbook’s global coverage

All markets

Country
profiles
The coverage of the Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns
Yearbook comprises 23 countries and three regions, all with
index series that start in 1900. Three countries were added
in 2013 (Austria, now with a 115-year record, plus Russia
and China, which have a gap in their financial market
histories from the start of their communist régimes until
securities trading recommenced) and one more in 2014
(Portugal, with a 115-year record). There is a 23-country
world region, a 22-country world ex-US region, and a 16country European region. For each region, there are stock
and bond indices, measured in USD and weighted by equity
market capitalization and GDP, respectively.

The Yearbook contains annual returns on stocks, bonds, bills, inflation,
and currencies for 23 countries from 1900 to 2014. The countries
comprise two North American nations (Canada and the USA), ten
Eurozone states (Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland,
Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain), six European markets that
are outside the euro area (Denmark, Norway, Russia, Sweden,
Switzerland, and the UK), four Asia-Pacific countries (Australia, China,
Japan and New Zealand), and one African market (South Africa). These
countries covered 98% of the global stock market in 1900 and 91% of
its market capitalization by the start of 2015.
Figure 1

Relative sizes of world stock markets, end-1899

Figure 2

Relative sizes of world stock markets, end-2014

Figure 1 shows the relative market capitalizations of world
equity markets at our base date of end-1899. Figure 2
shows how they had changed by end-2014. Markets that are
not included in the Yearbook dataset are colored black. As
these pie charts show, the Yearbook covered 98% of the
world equity market in 1900 and 91% at end-2014.
In the country pages that follow, there are three charts for
each country or region with an unbroken history. The upper
chart reports the cumulative real value of an initial investment
in equities, long-term government bonds, and Treasury bills,
with income reinvested for the last 115 years. The middle
chart reports the annualized real returns on equities, bonds,
and bills over this century, the last 50 years, and since 1900.
The bottom chart reports the annualized premia achieved by
equities relative to bonds and bills, by bonds relative to bills,
and by the real exchange rate relative to the US dollar for the
latter two periods.
Countries are listed alphabetically, starting on the next page,
and followed by three regional groups. Extensive additional
information is available in the Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015. This hard-copy reference book
of over 220 pages, which is available through London
Business School, also contains bibliographic information on
the data sources for each country. The underlying annual
returns data are redistributed by Morningstar Inc.

Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.

Data sources
1. Dimson, E., P. R. Marsh and M. Staunton, 2002, Triumph of the
Optimists, NJ: Princeton University Press
2. Dimson, E., P. R. Marsh and M. Staunton, 2007, The worldwide equity
premium: a smaller puzzle, R Mehra (Ed.) The Handbook of the Equity
Risk Premium, Amsterdam: Elsevier
3. Dimson, E., P. R. Marsh and M. Staunton, 2015, Credit Suisse Global
Investment Returns Sourcebook 2015, Zurich: Credit Suisse Research
Institute
4. Dimson, E., P. R. Marsh and M. Staunton, 2015, The Dimson-MarshStaunton (DMS) Global Investment Returns Database, Morningstar Inc.
Selected data sources for each country are listed in the country profiles below. Detailed
attributions, references, and acknowledgements are in the Sourcebook (reference 3).
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Capital market returns for Australia

Australia

The lucky
country

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 3,441 as compared to 6.8
for bonds and 2.2 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index
levels as annualized returns, with equities giving 7.3%, bonds 1.7%,
and bills 0.7%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real
returns as premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium
relative to bills has been 6.6%. For additional explanations of these
figures, see page 35.
Figure 1

Cumulative real returns from 1900 to 2014
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Australia is often described as “The Lucky Country” with
reference to its natural resources, weather, and distance
from problems elsewhere in the world. But maybe
Australians make their own luck. The Heritage
Foundation ranked Australia as the Yearbook country
with the highest economic freedom, while the Charities
Aid Foundation study of World Giving ranked Australia as
the most generous out of 146 countries in the world.
Whether it is down to economic management, a
resource advantage or a generous spirit, Australia has
been the second-best performing equity market over the
115 years since 1900, with a real return of 7.3% per
year. Regardless of whether it is measured relative to
bonds or bills, Australia’s long-term equity risk premium
has been higher than for any other Yearbook country.
The Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) has its origins
in six separate exchanges, established as early as 1861
in Melbourne and 1871 in Sydney, well before the
federation of the Australian colonies formed the
Commonwealth of Australia in 1901. The ASX ranks
among the world’s top ten stock exchanges by value and
turnover. Half the index is represented by banks (35%)
and mining (11%), while the largest stocks at the start
of 2015 are BHP Billiton, Commonwealth Bank of
Australia, National Australia Bank, Australia & New
Zealand Banking Group, and Westpac Banking
Corporation.
Australia also has a significant government and
corporate bond market, and is home to the largest
financial futures and options exchange in the AsiaPacific region.
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Annualized real returns on major asset classes (%)
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Figure 3

Annualized equity, bond, and currency premia (%)
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real
(inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for Austria

Austria

Lost empire

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 1.9 as compared to 0.0117
for bonds and 0.0001 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real
index levels as annualized returns, with equities giving 0.6%, bonds
–3.8%, and bills –8.1%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term
real returns as premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium
relative to bills has been 5.5%. The premia series exclude
1921–22. For additional explanations of these figures, see page 35.
Figure 1

Cumulative real returns from 1900 to 2014
10.0000
1.9

1.0000

The Austrian Empire was re-formed in the 19th century
into Austria-Hungary, which, by 1900, was the secondlargest country in Europe. It comprised modern-day
Austria, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Czech Republic,
Hungary, Slovakia, Slovenia; large parts of Romania and
Serbia; and small parts of Italy, Montenegro, Poland,
and Ukraine. At the end of World War I and the breakup of the Habsburg Empire, the first Austrian republic
was established.
Although Austria did not pay reparations after World War
I, the country suffered hyperinflation during 1921–22
similar to that of Germany. In 1938, Austria was
annexed by Germany and ceased to exist as an
independent country until after World War II. In 1955,
Austria became an independent sovereign state again,
and was admitted as a member of the European Union
in 1995, and a member of the Eurozone in 1999.
Today, Austria is prosperous, enjoying high per capita
GDP.
Bonds were traded on the Wiener Börse from 1771 and
shares from 1818 onward. Trading was interrupted by
the world wars and, after the stock exchange reopened
in 1948, share trading was sluggish, and there was not
a single IPO in the 1960s or 1970s. From the mid1980s, building on Austria’s gateway to Eastern Europe,
the Exchange’s activity expanded. Still, over the last
115 years, real stock market returns (0.6% per year)
have been lower for Austria than for any other country
with a record from 1900 to date.
Financials represents half (47%) of the Austrian equity
market. At the start of 2015, the largest Austrian
company is Erste Group Bank (25% of the market),
followed by OMV, Voestalpine, Andritz, and Immofinanz.
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Annualized real returns on major asset classes (%)
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Annualized equity, bond, and currency premia (%)
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real
(inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for Belgium

Belgium

At the heart
of Europe
Belgium lies at the centre of Europe’s economic
backbone and its key transport and trade corridors,
and is the headquarters of the European Union.
Belgium has been ranked the most globalized of the
208 nations that are scored in the KOF Index.
Belgium’s strategic location has been a mixed
blessing, making it a major battleground in
international wars, including the Battle of Waterloo,
200 years ago, and the two world wars of the 20 th
century. The ravages of war and attendant high
inflation rates are an important contributory factor to
its poor long-run investment returns – Belgium has
been one of the three worst-performing equity
markets and the seventh worst-performing bond
market out of all those with a complete history. Its
equity risk premium over 115 years was the worst of
the Yearbook countries when measured relative to
bills, and fourth-lowest when measured relative to
bonds.

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 21.6 as compared to 1.6
for bonds and 0.7 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index
levels as annualized returns, with equities giving 2.7%, bonds 0.4%,
and bills –0.3%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real
returns as premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium
relative to bills has been 3.0%. For additional explanations of these
figures, see page 35.
Figure 1

Cumulative real returns from 1900 to 2014
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Its importance has gradually declined, and what
became Euronext Brussels suffered badly during the
banking crisis. Three large banks made up a majority
of its market capitalization at the start of 2008, but
the banking sector now represents less than 10% of
its index. By the start of 2015, most of the index
(57%) was invested in just one company, AnheuserBusch InBev, the leading global brewer and one of
the world's top five consumer products companies.
The Belgian data draws on work by Annaert, Buelens
and Deloof (2012), whom we cite in the Credit Suisse
Global Investment Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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The Brussels Stock Exchange was established in
1801 under French Napoleonic rule. Brussels rapidly
grew into a major financial center, specializing during
the early 20th century in tramways and other urban
transport.
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Annualized equity, bond, and currency premia (%)
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real
(inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for Canada

Canada

Resourceful
country
Canada is the world’s second-largest country by land
mass (after Russia), and its economy is the tenth-largest.
As a brand, it is rated number two out of all the countries
monitored in the Country Brand Index. It is blessed with
natural resources, having the world’s second-largest oil
reserves, while its mines are leading producers of nickel,
gold, diamonds, uranium and lead. It is also a major
exporter of soft commodities, especially grains and wheat,
as well as lumber, pulp and paper.

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 636 as compared to 12.8
for bonds and 5.6 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index
levels as annualized returns, with equities giving 5.8%, bonds 2.2%,
and bills 1.5%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real
returns as premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium
relative to bills has been 4.2%. For additional explanations of these
figures, see page 35.
Figure 1
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The Canadian equity market dates back to the opening of
the Toronto Stock Exchange in 1861 and – as can be
seen in the pie chart on the first page of the country
profiles section of this report – it is now the world’s
fourth-largest stock market by capitalization. Canada’s
bond market also ranks among the world’s top ten.
Given Canada’s natural endowment, it is no surprise that
oil and gas has a 21% weighting, with a further 4% in
mining stocks. Banks comprise 29% of the Canadian
market. The largest stocks are currently Royal Bank of
Canada, Toronto-Dominion Bank, Bank of Nova Scotia,
and Suncor Energy.
Canadian equities have performed well over the long run,
with a real return of 5.8% per year. The real return on
bonds has been 2.2% per year. These figures are close to
those for the United States.
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real
(inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for China

China

Emerging
powerhouse

In addition to the performance from 1900 to the 1940s, Figure 1 shows
that, over 1993-2014, the real value of equities, with income
reinvested, declined to 0.5 as compared to a rise to 1.5 for bonds and
1.1 for bills. Figure 2 displays the 1993–2014 real index levels as
annualized returns, with equities giving –3.2%, bonds 1.9%, and bills
0.5%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real returns as
premia. Since 1993, the annualized equity risk premium relative to bills
has been –3.7%. For more explanations, see page 35.
Figure 1

Cumulative real returns from 1900 to 2014
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The world's most populous country, China has over 1.3
billion inhabitants. After the Qing Dynasty, it became the
Republic of China (ROC) in 1911. The ROC nationalists
lost control of the mainland at the end of the 1946–49
civil war, after which their jurisdiction was limited to
Taiwan and a few islands.
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Following the communist victory in 1949, privately
owned assets were expropriated and government debt
was repudiated, and the People’s Republic of China
(PRC) has been a single-party state since then. We
therefore distinguish among three periods. First, the
Qing period and the ROC. Second, the PRC until
economic reforms were introduced. Third, the modern
period following the second stage of China’s economic
reforms of the late 1980s and early 1990s.
Though a tiny proportion of assets held outside the
mainland may have retained value, and some UK
bondholders received a small settlement in 1987 for
outstanding claims, we assume the communist takeover
generated total losses for domestic investors. After
1940, we hold the nominal value of assets constant until
1949. This gives rise to a collapse in real values during
the early 1940s. Chinese returns from 1900 are
incorporated into the world and world ex-US indices.
China's economic growth since the reforms has been
rapid, and it is now seen as an engine for the global
economy. As we discussed in some detail in the 2014
Yearbook, China’s fast GDP growth has not been
accompanied by superior investment returns. Nearly half
(42%) of the Chinese stock market’s free-float
capitalization is represented by financials, mainly banks
and insurers. The largest companies are Tencent
Holdings (8% of the index) and China Mobile and China
Construction Bank (each 7%), followed by the Industrial
and Commercial Bank of China (6%).
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real
(inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for Denmark

Denmark

Happiest
nation
The United Nations World Happiness Report, published
by Columbia University's Earth Institute, rated Denmark
the happiest nation on earth, ahead of Finland, Norway
and the Netherlands. The Global Peace Index 2014
rates the country as the most peaceful in the world
(jointly with Iceland). And, according to Transparency
International, Denmark also ranked joint top with Finland
and New Zealand as the least corrupt country in the
world.

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 388.5 as compared to 39.8
for bonds and 11.0 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index
levels as annualized returns, with equities giving 5.3%, bonds 3.3%,
and bills 2.1%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real
returns as premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium
relative to bills has been 3.1%. For additional explanations of these
figures, see page 35.
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Annualized real returns on major asset classes (%)
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Whatever the source of Danish happiness and
tranquility, it does not appear to spring from outstanding
equity returns. Since 1900, Danish equities have given
an annualized real return of 5.3%, which is close to the
performance of the world equity index.
In contrast, Danish bonds gave an annualized real return
of 3.3%, the highest among the Yearbook countries.
This is because our Danish bond returns, unlike those
for other Yearbook countries, include an element of
credit risk. The returns are taken from a study by Claus
Parum (see the reference list in the accompanying Credit
Suisse Global Investment Returns Sourcebook 2015), who
felt it was more appropriate to use mortgage bonds,
rather than more thinly traded government bonds.
The Copenhagen Stock Exchange was formally
established in 1808, but traces its roots back to the late
17th century. The Danish equity market is relatively
small. It has a high weighting in healthcare (54%) and
industrials (16%). Nearly one half (41%) of the Danish
equity market is represented by one company, NovoNordisk. Other large companies include Danske Bank
and AP Møller-Mærsk.
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Annualized equity, bond, and currency premia (%)
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real
(inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for Finland

Finland

East meets
West
With its proximity to the Baltics and Russia, Finland is a
meeting place for Eastern and Western European
cultures. This country of snow, swamps and forests –
one of Europe’s most sparsely populated nations – was
part of the Kingdom of Sweden until sovereignty
transferred in 1809 to the Russian Empire. In 1917,
Finland became an independent country.

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 400 as compared to 1.3 for
bonds and 0.5 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index levels
as annualized returns, with equities giving 5.3%, bonds 0.2%, and bills
–0.5%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real returns as
premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium relative to bills
has been 5.9%. For additional explanations of these figures, see page
35.
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Annualized real returns on major asset classes (%)
The Fund for Peace ranked Finland as the most stable
country, while The Economist Intelligence Unit ranked
the Finnish educational system as the world’s best.
According to Transparency International, Finland is joint
top with Denmark and New Zealand as the least corrupt
countries. A member of the European Union since
1995, Finland is the only Nordic state in the Eurozone.
The country has shifted from a farm and forestry
community to a more industrial economy. Per capita
income is among the highest in Western Europe.
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Finland excels in high-tech exports and is the home
country of Nokia. Following Microsoft’s acquisition of
Nokia’s mobile phone business in November 2014,
Nokia announced plans to license product designs to
third-party manufacturers. Forestry provides a secondary
occupation for Finland’s rural population.
Finnish securities were initially traded over-the-counter
or overseas, and trading began at the Helsinki Stock
Exchange in 1912. Since 2003, the Helsinki exchange
has been part of the OMX family of Nordic markets. At
its peak, Nokia represented 72% of the value-weighted
HEX All Shares Index, and Finland was a particularly
concentrated stock market. Today, the largest Finnish
companies are currently Nokia (26% of the market),
Sampo (19% of the market), and Kone (15%).
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We have made enhancements to our Finnish equity
series, drawing on work by Nyberg and Vaihekoski
(2014), whom we acknowledge in the Credit Suisse
Global Investment Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real
(inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for France

France

European
center
Paris and London competed vigorously as financial
centers in the 19th century. After the Franco-Prussian
War in 1870, London achieved domination. But Paris
remained important, especially, to its later disadvantage,
in loans to Russia and the Mediterranean region,
including the Ottoman Empire. As Kindelberger, the
economic historian put it: “London was a world financial
center; Paris was a European financial center.”

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 36.3 as compared to 1.3
for bonds and 0.0 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index
levels as annualized returns, with equities giving 3.2%, bonds 0.2%,
and bills –2.8%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real
returns as premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium
relative to bills has been 6.1%. For additional explanations of these
figures, see page 35.
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Paris has continued to be an important financial center,
while France has remained at the center of Europe,
being a founder member of the European Union and the
euro. France is Europe’s second-largest economy. It has
the largest equity market in Continental Europe and one
of the largest bond markets in the world. At the start of
2015, France’s largest listed companies were Sanofi,
Total, and BNP Paribas.

10

Long-run French asset returns have been disappointing.
France ranks in the bottom quartile of countries with a
complete history for equity performance, for bonds and
for bills, but in the top quartile for inflation – hence the
poor fixed income returns. However, the inflationary
episodes and poor performance date back to the first
half of the 20th century and are linked to the world
wars. Since 1950, French equities have achieved midranking returns.
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real
(inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for Germany

Germany

Locomotive
of Europe
German capital market history changed radically after
World War II. In the first half of the 20th century,
German equities lost two thirds of their value in World
War I. In the hyperinflation of 1922–23, inflation hit 209
billion percent, and holders of fixed income securities
were wiped out. In World War II and its immediate
aftermath, equities fell by 88% in real terms, while
bonds fell by 91%.

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 38 as compared to 0.2 for
bonds and 0.1 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index levels
as annualized returns, with equities giving 3.2% since 1900 and 5.0%
since 1965. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real returns
as premia. Since 1965, the annualized equity risk premium relative to
bills has been 3.3%. Bond, bill and premia series exclude 1922–23.
For additional explanations of these figures, see page 35.
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Today, Germany is Europe’s largest economy. Formerly
the world’s top exporter, it has now been overtaken by
China. Its stock market, which dates back to 1685,
ranks seventh in the world by size, while its bond market
is among the world’s largest.
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Our German data incorporates new estimates of
historical returns provided to us by Richard Stehle,
whose work is cited in the Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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There was then a remarkable transformation. In the early
stages of its “economic miracle,” German equities rose
by 4,373% in real terms from 1949 to 1959. Germany
rapidly became known as the “locomotive of Europe.”
Meanwhile, it built a reputation for fiscal and monetary
prudence. From 1949 to date, it has enjoyed the world’s
second-lowest inflation rate, its strongest currency (now
the euro), and an especially strong bond market.

The German stock market retains its bias toward
manufacturing, with weightings of 23% in basic
materials, 22% in consumer goods, and 15% in
industrials. The largest stocks are Bayer, Siemens,
BASF, Allianz, and SAP.
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real
(inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for Ireland

Ireland

Born free

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 113 as compared to 6.2 for
bonds and 2.2 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index levels
as annualized returns, with equities giving 4.2%, bonds 1.6%, and bills
0.7%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real returns as
premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium relative to bills
has been 3.5%. For additional explanations of these figures, see page
35.
Figure 1

Cumulative real returns from 1900 to 2014
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Stock exchanges had existed from 1793 in Dublin and
Cork, but Ireland was born as an independent country in
1922 as the Irish Free State, released from 700 years
of Norman and later British control. In the period
following independence, economic growth and stock
market performance were weak and, during the 1950s,
the country experienced large-scale emigration.
Ireland joined the European Union in 1973 and, from
1987, the economy improved. By the 1990s and early
2000s, Ireland experienced great economic success and
became known as the Celtic Tiger. By 2007, Ireland had
become the world’s fifth-richest country in terms of
GDP per capita, the second-richest in the EU, and was
experiencing net immigration.
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To monitor Irish stocks from 1900, we constructed an
index for Ireland based on stocks traded on the
country’s two stock exchanges. Ireland adopted the euro
from the outset of the Eurozone, and our return series
then became euro-denominated.
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The country is one of the smallest Yearbook markets
and, sadly, it has become smaller. Too much of the
boom was based on real estate, financials and leverage,
and Irish stocks were decimated after 2006. The captive
tiger now has a smaller bite.
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Over the period 1987–2006, Ireland had experienced
the second-highest real equity return of any Yearbook
country. The financial crisis changed that, and the
country still faces hardship. Just as the Born Free
Foundation aims to free tigers from being held captive,
Ireland now needs to be saved from being a captive of
the economic system.
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real
(inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for Italy

Italy

Banking
innovators

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 8.8 as compared to 0.3 for
bonds and 0.0 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index levels
as annualized returns, with equities giving 1.9%, bonds –1.2%, and bills
–3.5%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real returns as
premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium relative to bills
has been 5.7%. For additional explanations of these figures, see page
35.
Figure 1
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While banking can trace its roots back to Biblical times,
Italy can claim a key role in the early development of
modern banking. North Italian bankers, including the
Medici family, dominated lending and trade financing
throughout Europe in the Middle Ages. These bankers
were known as Lombards, a name that was then
synonymous with Italians.
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Italy retains a large banking sector to this day, with
banks still accounting for over a quarter (28%) of the
Italian equity market, and insurance for a further 10%.
Oil and gas accounts for 15%, and the largest stocks
traded on the Milan Stock Exchange are Eni, Enel,
Intesa Sanpaolo, Unicredit, and Generali.
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Italy has experienced some of the poorest asset returns
of any Yearbook country. Since 1900, the annualized
real return from equities has been 1.9%, which is one of
the three lowest returns out of the Yearbook countries.
After Germany and Austria, which experienced
especially severe hyperinflations, Italy has suffered the
poorest real bond and real bill returns of any Yearbook
country, the highest inflation rate, and the weakest
currency.
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP Bills
denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity premium
for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real (inflationadjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for Japan

Japan

Birthplace of
futures

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of
equities, with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 106 as
compared to 0.3 for bonds and 0.1 for bills. Figure 2 displays the
long-term real index levels as annualized returns, with equities giving
4.1%, bonds –0.9%, and bills –1.9%. Figure 3 expresses the
annualized long-term real returns as premia. Since 1900, the
annualized equity risk premium relative to bills has been 6.1%. For
additional explanations of these figures, see page 35.
Figure 1

Cumulative real returns from 1900 to 2014
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Japan has a long heritage in financial markets. Trading
in rice futures had been initiated around 1730 in Osaka,
which created its stock exchange in 1878. Osaka was to
become the leading derivatives exchange in Japan (and
the world’s largest futures market in 1990 and 1991),
while the Tokyo Stock Exchange, also founded in 1878,
was to become the leading market for spot trading.
From 1900 to 1939, Japan was the world’s secondbest equity performer. But World War II was disastrous
and Japanese stocks lost 96% of their real value. From
1949 to 1959, Japan’s “economic miracle” began and
equities gave a real return of 1,565%. With one or two
setbacks, equities kept rising for another 30 years.
By the start of the 1990s, the Japanese equity market
was the largest in the world, with a 41% weighting in
the world index, as compared to 30% for the USA. Real
estate values were also riding high: a 1993 article in the
Journal of Economic Perspectives reported that, in late
1991, the land under the Emperor’s Palace in Tokyo
was worth about the same as all the land in California.
Then the bubble burst. From 1990 to the start of 2009,
Japan was the worst-performing stock market. At the
start of 2015, its capital value is still close to one third
of its value at the beginning of the 1990s. Its weighting
in the world index fell from 41% to 8%. Meanwhile,
Japan suffered a prolonged period of stagnation,
banking crises and deflation. Hopefully, this will not form
the blueprint for other countries facing a financial crisis.
Despite the fallout after the asset bubble burst, Japan
remains a major economic power. It has the world’s
second-largest equity market as well as its secondbiggest bond market. It is a world leader in technology,
automobiles, electronics, machinery and robotics, and
this is reflected in the composition of its equity market.
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the
real (inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for the Netherlands

Netherlands

Exchange
pioneer
Although some forms of stock trading occurred in
Roman times and 14th century Toulouse mill
companies’ securities were traded, transferable
securities appeared in the 17th century. The
Amsterdam market, which started in 1611, was the
world’s main center of stock trading in the 17th and
18th centuries.

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 268 as compared to 7.1 for
bonds and 2.0 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index levels
as annualized returns, with equities giving 5.0%, bonds 1.7%, and bills
0.6%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real returns as
premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium relative to bills
has been 4.4%. For additional explanations of these figures, see page
35.
Figure 1
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Annualized real returns on major asset classes (%)
A book written in 1688 by a Spaniard living in
Amsterdam (appropriately entitled Confusion de
Confusiones) describes the amazingly diverse tactics
used by investors. Even though only one stock was
traded – the Dutch East India Company – they had
bulls, bears, panics, bubbles and other features of
modern exchanges.

10

The Netherlands has a prosperous open economy.
Although Royal Dutch Shell now has its primary listing
in London, and a secondary listing in Amsterdam, the
Amsterdam exchange still hosts more than its share of
major multinationals, including Unilever, Koninklijke
Philips, ING Group, Akzo Nobel, Heineken, and ASML
Holding.
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The Amsterdam Exchange continues to prosper today
as part of Euronext. Over the years, Dutch equities
have generated a mid-ranking real return of 5.0% per
year. The Netherlands has traditionally been a low
inflation country and, since 1900, has enjoyed the
lowest inflation rate among the EU countries and the
second lowest (after Switzerland) from among all the
countries covered in the Yearbook.
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Annualized equity, bond, and currency premia (%)
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real
(inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for New Zealand

New Zealand

Purity and
integrity
For a decade, New Zealand has been promoting itself
to the world as “100% pure” and Forbes calls this
marketing drive one of the world's top ten travel
campaigns. But the country also prides itself on
honesty, openness, good governance, and freedom to
run businesses. According to Transparency
International, New Zealand ranked joint top in 2013
with Denmark and Finland as the least corrupt country
in the world. The Wall Street Journal ranks New
Zealand as the best in the world for business freedom.
The British colony of New Zealand became an
independent dominion in 1907. Traditionally, New
Zealand's economy was built upon a few primary
products, notably wool, meat and dairy products. It was
dependent on concessionary access to British markets
until UK accession to the European Union.
Over the last two decades, New Zealand has evolved
into a more industrialized, free market economy. It
competes globally as an export-led nation through
efficient ports, airline services, and submarine fiberoptic communications.
The New Zealand Exchange traces its roots to the
Gold Rush of the 1870s. In 1974, the regional stock
markets merged to form the New Zealand Stock
Exchange. In 2003, the Exchange demutualized and
officially became the New Zealand Exchange Limited.
The largest firms traded on the exchange are Fletcher
Building (17% of the index), Spark New Zealand
(17%), and Auckland International Airport (11%).

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 906 as compared to 10.8
for bonds and 6.7 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index
levels as annualized returns, with equities giving 6.1%, bonds 2.1%,
and bills 1.7%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real
returns as premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium
relative to bills has been 4.4%. For additional explanations of these
figures, see page 35.
Figure 1
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Annualized real returns on major asset classes (%)
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Annualized equity, bond, and currency premia (%)
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real
(inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for Norway

Norway

Nordic oil
kingdom

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 117 as compared to 8.4 for
bonds and 3.6 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index levels
as annualized returns, with equities giving 4.2%, bonds 1.9%, and bills
1.1%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real returns as
premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium relative to bills
has been 3.1%. For additional explanations of these figures, see page
35.
Figure 1

Cumulative real returns from 1900 to 2014
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Norway is a small country, ranked 115th by population
and 61st by land area. However, it is blessed with large
natural resources. It is the only country that is self
sufficient in electricity production (through hydro power)
and it is one of the world’s largest exporters of oil.
Norway is the second-largest exporter of fish.
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The population of 4.9 million enjoys the largest GDP per
capita in the world, apart from a few city states.
Norwegians live under a constitutional monarchy outside
the eurozone. Prices are high: The Economist’s Big Mac
Index recently reported that a burger in Norway was
more expensive than in any other country. The United
Nations, through its Human Development Index, ranks
Norway the best country in the world for life expectancy,
education and overall standard of living.

Annualized real returns on major asset classes (%)
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The Oslo Stock Exchange was founded as Christiania
Bors in 1819 for auctioning ships, commodities, and
currencies. Later, this extended to trading in stocks and
shares. The exchange now forms part of the OMX
grouping of Scandinavian exchanges.
In the 1990s, the Government established its petroleum
fund to invest the surplus wealth from oil revenues. This
has grown to become the largest fund in the world, with
a market value approaching USD 0.9 trillion. The fund
invests predominantly in equities and, on average, it
owns 1.3% of every listed company in the world.
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The largest Oslo Stock Exchange stocks are Statoil
(19% of the index), DNB (18%), and Telenor (16%).
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real
(inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for Portugal

Portugal

Land of
discoverers
In the 15th century, during The Age of the Discoveries,
a rudimentary form of centralized market existed in
Lisbon. It solved two problems: how to assemble the
large amounts of money necessary to finance the fleets
and the voyages; and how to agree the premia for
insurance contracts to cover the associated risks. In
general, this was not a formally organized market, and
transactions were conducted in the open air at a corner
of a main street in downtown Lisbon. Nevertheless, that
market offered opportunities to trade commodities, in
particular those brought by this nation of mariners from
recently discovered countries.
Modern Portugal emerged in 1974 from the Carnation
Revolution, a bloodless military coup which overthrew
the former regime. The country joined the European
Union in 1986 and was among the first to adopt the
euro. In the second decade of the 21st century the
Portuguese economy suffered its most severe recession
since the 1970s, and unemployment still remains high.

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 48.1 as compared to 2.5
for bonds and 0.4 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index
levels as annualized returns, with equities giving 3.4%, bonds 0.8%,
and bills –0.9%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real
returns as premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium
relative to bills has been 4.3%. For additional explanations of these
figures, see page 35.
Figure 1
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The data for Portuguese equities come from a recently
completed study by da Costa and Mata (2014), whose
research is cited in full in the Credit Suisse Global
Investment Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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The companies with the largest market capitalizations
are in the utility and energy groups – comprising 53% in
utilities and 18% in oil and gas. The largest companies
traded in Lisbon are EDP, Galp Energia, BC Portugues,
and Jeronimo Martins.
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Annualized equity, bond, and currency premia (%)
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real
(inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for Russia

Russia

Wealth of
resources

In addition to the performance from 1900 to 1917, Figure 1 shows
that, over 1995-2014, the real value of equities, with income
reinvested, grew by a factor of 2.0 as compared to 1.9 for bonds and a
decline to 0.6 for bills. Figure 2 displays the 1995-2014 real index
levels as annualized returns, with equities giving 3.5%, bonds 3.2%,
and bills –2.2%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real
returns as premia. Since 1995, the annualized equity risk premium
relative to bills has been 5.8%. For more explanations, see page 35.
Figure 1

Cumulative real returns from 1900 to 2014
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Russia is the world’s largest country, covering more than
one-eighth of the Earth's inhabited land area, spanning
nine time zones, and located in both Europe and Asia.
Formerly, it even owned one-sixth of what is now the
USA. It is the world’s leading oil producer, secondlargest natural gas producer, and third-largest steel and
aluminium exporter. It has the biggest natural gas and
forestry reserves and the second-biggest coal reserves.
After the 1917 revolution, Russia ceased to be a market
economy. We therefore distinguish among three periods.
First, the Russian Empire up to 1917. Second, the long
interlude following Soviet expropriation of private assets
and the repudiation of Russia’s government debt. Third, the
Russian Federation, following the dissolution of the Soviet
Union in 1991.
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Annualized real returns on major asset classes (%)
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Very limited compensation was eventually paid to British
and French bondholders in the 1980s and 1990s, but
investors in aggregate still lost more than 99% in
present value terms. The 1917 revolution is deemed to
have resulted in complete losses for domestic stockand bondholders. Russian returns are incorporated into
the world, world ex-US, and Europe indices.
In 1998, Russia experienced a severe financial crisis,
with government debt default, currency devaluation,
hyperinflation, and an economic meltdown. However,
there was a surpisngly swift recovery and, in the decade
after the 1998 crisis, the economy averaged 7% annual
growth. In 2008–09, there was a major reaction to
global setbacks and commodity price swings. Fuelled by
a persistently volatile political situation, Russian stock
market performance has likewise been volatile.
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By the beginning of 2015, over half (56%) of the
Russian stock market comprised oil and gas companies,
the largest being Gazprom and Lukoil. Adding in basic
materials, resources are over two-thirds of market
capitalization.
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real
(inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for South Africa

South Africa

Golden
opportunity

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 3,551 as compared to 8.6
for bonds and 3.0 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index
levels as annualized returns, with equities giving 7.4%, bonds 1.9%,
and bills 1.0%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real
returns as premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium
relative to bills has been 6.3%. For additional explanations of these
figures, see page 35.
Figure 1

Cumulative real returns from 1900 to 2014
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The discovery of diamonds at Kimberley in 1870 and the
Witwatersrand gold rush of 1886 had a profound impact
on South Africa’s subsequent history. Today, South
Africa has 90% of the world’s platinum, 80% of its
manganese, 75% of its chrome and 41% of its gold, as
well as vital deposits of diamonds, vanadium, and coal.
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The 1886 gold rush led to many mining and financing
companies opening up. To cater to their needs, the
Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) opened in 1887.
Over the years since 1900, the South African equity
market has been one of the world’s most successful,
generating a real equity return of 7.4% per year, which
is the highest return among the Yearbook countries.
Today, South Africa is the largest economy in Africa,
with a sophisticated financial structure. Back in 1900,
South Africa, together with several other Yearbook
countries, would have been deemed an emerging
market. According to index compilers, it has not yet
emerged and today ranks as the fifth-largest emerging
market.
Gold, once the keystone of South Africa’s economy, has
declined in importance as the economy has diversified.
Financials account for 24%, while basic minerals lag
behind with only 8% of the market capitalization. Taken
together, media and mobile telecommunications account
for 26% of the market index. The largest JSE stocks
are Naspers, MTN, and Sasol.
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Annualized equity, bond, and currency premia (%)
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real
(inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for Spain

Spain

Key to Latin
America

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 63.2 as compared to 7.7
for bonds and 1.4 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index
levels as annualized returns, with equities giving 3.7%, bonds 1.8%,
and bills 0.3%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real
returns as premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium
relative to bills has been 3.4%. For additional explanations of these
figures, see page 35.
Figure 1

Cumulative real returns from 1900 to 2014
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Spanish is the most widely spoken international
language after English, and has the fourth-largest
number of native speakers after Chinese, Hindi and
English. Partly for this reason, Spain has a visibility and
influence that extends far beyond its Southern European
borders, and carries weight throughout Latin America.
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While the 1960s and 1980s saw Spanish real equity
returns enjoying a bull market and ranked second in the
world, the 1930s and 1970s witnessed the very worst
returns among our countries. Over the entire 115 years
covered by the Yearbook, Spain’s long-term equity
premium (measured relative to bonds) was 1.9%, which
is lower than for any other country that we cover over
the same period.
Though Spain stayed on the sidelines during the two
world wars, Spanish stocks lost much of their real value
over the period of the civil war during 1936–39, while
the return to democracy in the 1970s coincided with the
quadrupling of oil prices, heightened by Spain’s
dependence on imports for 70% of its energy needs.
The Madrid Stock Exchange was founded in 1831 and
is now the fourteenth-largest in the world, helped by
strong economic growth since the 1980s. The major
Spanish companies retain strong presences in Latin
America combined with increasing strength in banking
and infrastructure across Europe. The largest stocks are
Banco Santander (24% of the index), Telefonica, BBVA,
and Inditex.
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Annualized equity, bond, and currency premia (%)
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real
(inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for Sweden

Sweden

Nobel prize
returns
Alfred Nobel bequeathed 94% of his wealth to establish
and endow the five Nobel Prizes (first awarded in 1901),
instructing that the capital be invested in safe securities.
Were a Nobel prize to be awarded for investment
returns, it would be given to Sweden for its achievement
as the only country to have real returns for equities,
bonds and bills all ranked in the top six.

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 684 as compared to 22.9
for bonds and 8.5 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index
levels as annualized returns, with equities giving 5.8%, bonds 2.8%,
and bills 1.9%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real
returns as premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium
relative to bills has been 3.9%. For additional explanations of these
figures, see page 35.
Figure 1
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Annualized real returns on major asset classes (%)
Real Swedish equity returns have been supported by a
policy of neutrality through two world wars, and the
benefits of resource wealth and the development of
industrial holding companies in the 1980s. Overall, they
have returned 5.8% per year. Details on our Swedish
index data and sources are provided in the Credit Suisse
Global Investment Returns Sourcebook 2015.
The Stockholm Stock Exchange was founded in 1863
and is the primary securities exchange of the Nordic
countries. Since 1998, it has been part of the OMX
grouping.
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In Sweden, the financial sector accounts for a third
(35%) of equity market capitalization. The largest single
company is Hennes and Mauritz, followed by Nordea
Bank and Ericsson.
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In 2014, we made enhancements to our series for
Swedish equities, drawing on work by Daniel
Waldenström (2014), whom we acknowledge in the
Credit Suisse Global Investment Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real
(inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for Switzerland

Switzerland

Traditional
“safe haven”
For a small country with just 0.1% of the world’s
population and less than 0.01% of its land mass,
Switzerland punches well above its weight financially and
wins several gold medals in the global financial stakes.
In the Global Competitiveness Report 2012–2013,
Switzerland is top ranked in the world. It is also ranked
by Future Brand Index as the world’s number one
country brand.
The Swiss stock market traces its origins to exchanges
in Geneva (1850), Zurich (1873), and Basel (1876). It
is now the world’s fifth-largest equity market,
accounting for 3.1% of total world value.
Since 1900, Swiss equities have achieved an acceptable
real return of 4.5%, while Switzerland has been one of
the world’s four best-performing government bond
markets, with an annualized real return of 2.3%.
Switzerland has also enjoyed the world’s lowest inflation
rate: just 2.2% per year since 1900. Meanwhile, the
Swiss franc has been the world’s strongest currency.
Switzerland is, of course, one of the world’s most
important banking centers, and private banking has been
a major Swiss competence for over 300 years. Swiss
neutrality, sound economic policy, low inflation and a
strong currency have all bolstered the country’s
reputation as a safe haven. Today, close to 30% of all
cross-border private assets invested worldwide are
managed in Switzerland.

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 155 as compared to 14.1
for bonds and 2.5 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index
levels as annualized returns, with equities giving 4.5%, bonds 2.3%,
and bills 0.8%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real
returns as premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium
relative to bills has been 3.7%. For additional explanations of these
figures, see page 35.
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Switzerland’s pharmaceutical sector accounts for a third
(36%) of the equity market. Listed companies include
world leaders such as pharma companies Novartis and
Roche, plus Nestle – a trio that together comprise more
than half of the equity market capitalization of
Switerland.
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real
(inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for the United Kingdom

United Kingdom

Global center
for finance

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 367 as compared to 5.9 for
bonds and 2.8 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index levels
as annualized returns, with equities giving 5.3%, bonds 1.6%, and bills
0.9%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real returns as
premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium relative to bills
has been 4.3%. For additional explanations of these figures, see page
35.
Figure 1

Cumulative real returns from 1900 to 2014
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Organized stock trading in the United Kingdom dates
from 1698, and the London Stock Exchange was
formally established in 1801. By 1900, the UK equity
market was the largest in the world, and London was
the world’s leading financial center, specializing in global
and cross-border finance.
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Early in the 20th century, the US equity market overtook
the UK and, nowadays, New York is a larger financial
center than London. What continues to set London
apart, and justifies its claim to be the world’s leading
international financial center, is the global, cross-border
nature of much of its business.
Today, London is ranked as the top financial center in
the Global Financial Centres Index, Worldwide Centres
of Commerce Index, and Forbes’ ranking of powerful
cities. It is the world’s banking center, with 550
international banks and 170 global securities firms
having offices in London. The UK’s foreign exchange
market is the largest in the world, and Britain has the
world’s third-largest stock market, third-largest
insurance market, and seventh-largest bond market.
London is the world’s largest fund management center,
managing almost half of Europe’s institutional equity
capital, and three-quarters of Europe’s hedge fund
assets. More than three-quarters of Eurobond deals are
originated and executed there. More than a third of the
world’s swap transactions and more than a quarter of
global foreign exchange transactions take place in
London, which is also a major center for commodities
trading, shipping and many other services.
Royal Dutch Shell now has its primary listing in the UK.
Other major companies include HSBC, BP, Vodafone,
British American Tobacco, and GlaxoSmithKline.
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Annualized equity, bond, and currency premia (%)
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to Treasury bills; Mat Prem denotes the maturity
premium for government bond returns relative to bill returns; and RealXRate denotes the real
(inflation-adjusted) change in the exchange rate against the US dollar.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for the United States

United States

Financial
superpower

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 1,396 as compared to 10.1
for bonds and 2.7 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index
levels as annualized returns, with equities giving 6.5%, bonds 2.0%,
and bills 0.9%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real
returns as premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium
relative to bills has been 5.6%. For additional explanations of these
figures, see page 35.
Figure 1

Cumulative real returns from 1900 to 2014
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In the 20th century, the United States rapidly became
the world’s foremost political, military, and economic
power. After the fall of communism, it became the
world’s sole superpower. The International Energy
Agency predicts that the USA will be the world’s largest
oil producer by 2017.
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The USA is also a financial superpower. It has the
world’s largest economy, and the dollar is the world’s
reserve currency. Its stock market accounts for 52% of
total world value, which is more than six times as large
as Japan, its closest rival. The USA also has the world’s
largest bond market.
US financial markets are by far the best-documented in
the world and, until recently, most of the long-run
evidence cited on historical asset returns drew almost
exclusively on the US experience. Since 1900, US
equities and US bonds have given real returns of 6.5%
and 2.0%, respectively.

Annualized real returns on major asset classes (%)
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Extrapolating from such a successful market can lead to
“success” bias. Investors can gain a misleading view of
equity returns elsewhere, or of future equity returns for
the USA itself. That is why this Yearbook focuses on
global returns, rather than just those from the USA.
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There is an obvious danger of placing too much reliance
on the excellent long-run past performance of US
stocks. The New York Stock Exchange traces its origins
back to 1792. At that time, the Dutch and UK stock
markets were already nearly 200 and 100 years old,
respectively. Thus, in just a little over 200 years, the
USA has gone from zero to more than a one-half share
of the world’s equity markets.
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term US government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to US Treasury bills; and Mat Prem denotes the
maturity premium for US government bond returns relative to US bill returns.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for World (in USD)

World

Globally
diversified

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 325 as compared to 8.4 for
bonds and 2.7 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index levels
as annualized returns, with equities giving 5.2%, bonds 1.9%, and bills
0.9%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real returns as
premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium relative to bills
has been 4.3%. For additional explanations of these figures, see page
35.
Figure 1

Cumulative real returns from 1900 to 2014
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It is interesting to see how the Yearbook countries have
performed in aggregate over the long run. We have
therefore created an all-country world equity index
denominated in a common currency, in which each of
the 23 countries is weighted by its starting-year equity
market capitalization. We also compute a similar world
bond index, weighted by GDP.
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Annualized real returns on major asset classes (%)
These indices represent the long-run returns on a
globally diversified portfolio from the perspective of an
investor in a given country. The charts opposite show
the returns for a US global investor. The world indices
are expressed in US dollars; real returns are measured
relative to US inflation; and the equity premium versus
bills is measured relative to US treasury bills.
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Over the 115 years from 1900 to 2014, the middle
chart shows that the real return on the world index was
5.2% per year for equities, and 1.9% per year for
bonds. The bottom chart also shows that the world
equity index had an annualized equity risk premium,
relative to Treasury bills, of 4.3% over the last 115
years, and an identical premium over the most recent 50
years.
We follow a policy of continuous improvement with our
data sources, introducing new countries when feasible,
and switching to superior index series as they become
available. In 2013, we added Austria, China and Russia;
and in 2014, Portugal. Austria and Portugal have a
continuous history, but China and Russia do not. To
avoid survivorship bias, all these countries are fully
included in the world indices from 1900 onward. Two
markets register a total loss – Russia in 1917 and China
in 1949. These countries then re-enter the world indices
after their markets reopened in the 1990s.
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term US government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to US Treasury bills; and Mat Prem denotes the
maturity premium for US government bond returns relative to US bill returns.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for World ex-US (in USD)

World ex-USA

Beyond
America
In addition to the two world indices, we also construct
two world indices that exclude the USA, using exactly
the same principles. Although we are excluding just one
out of 23 countries, the USA accounts for over half the
total stock market capitalization of the Yearbook
countries, so that the 22-country, world ex-US equity
index represents less than half the total value of the
world index today.
We noted above that, until relatively recently, most of
the long-run evidence cited on historical asset returns
drew almost exclusively on the US experience. We
argued that focusing on such a successful economy can
lead to “success” bias. Investors can gain a misleading
view of equity returns elsewhere, or of future equity
returns for the USA itself.

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 148 as compared to 6.0 for
bonds and 2.7 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index levels
as annualized returns, with equities giving 4.4%, bonds 1.6%, and bills
0.9%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real returns as
premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium relative to bills
has been 3.6%. For additional explanations of these figures, see page
35.
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Annualized real returns on major asset classes (%)
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The charts opposite confirm this concern. They show
that, from the perspective of a US-based international
investor, the real return on the world ex-US equity index
was 4.4% per year, which is 2.1% per year below that
for the USA. This suggests that, although the USA has
not been the most extreme of outliers, it is nevertheless
important to look at global returns, rather than just
focusing on the USA.
We follow a policy of continuous improvement with our
data sources, introducing new countries when feasible,
and switching to superior index series as they become
available. In 2013 and 2014, we added Portugal,
Austria, China and Russia. Portugal and Austria have a
continuous history, but China and Russia do not. To
avoid survivorship bias, the additional countries are fully
included in the world indices from 1900 onward. Two
markets register a total loss: Russia in 1917 and China
in 1949. These countries then re-enter the world and
world ex-USA indices after their markets reopened in
the 1990s.
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Annualized equity, bond, and currency premia (%)
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term US government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to US Treasury bills; and Mat Prem denotes the
maturity premium for US government bond returns relative to US bill returns.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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Capital market returns for Europe (in USD)

Europe

The Old
World
The Yearbook documents investment returns for 16
European countries, most (but not all) of which are in
the European Union. They comprise 10 EU states in the
Eurozone (Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain),
three EU states outside the Eurozone (Denmark,
Sweden and the UK), two European Free Trade
Association states (Norway and Switzerland), and the
Russian Federation. Loosely, we might argue that these
16 EU/EFTA countries represent the Old World.
It is interesting to assess how well European countries
as a group have performed, compared with our world
index. We have therefore constructed a 16-country
European index using the same methodology as for the
world index. As with the latter, this European index can
be designated in any desired common currency. For
consistency, the figures opposite are in US dollars from
the perspective of a US international investor.
The middle chart opposite shows that the real equity
return on European equities was 4.3%. This compares
with 5.2% for the world index, indicating that the Old
World countries have underperformed. This may relate
to the destruction from the two world wars (where
Europe was at the epicenter) or to the fact that many of
the New World countries were resource-rich, or perhaps
to the greater vibrancy of New World economies.
We follow a policy of continuous improvement with our
data sources, introducing new countries when feasible,
and switching to superior index series as they become
available. This year and last year, we added three new
European countries, Austria, Russia, and Portugal. Two
of these countries have a continuous history, but Russia
does not. To avoid survivorship bias, these countries are
fully included in the Europe indices from 1900 onward,
even though Russia registered a total loss in 1917.
Russia re-enters the Europe indices after her markets
reopened in the 1990s.

Figure 1 shows that, over the last 115 years, the real value of equities,
with income reinvested, grew by a factor of 125 as compared to 3.6 for
bonds and 2.7 for bills. Figure 2 displays the long-term real index levels
as annualized returns, with equities giving 4.3%, bonds 1.1%, and bills
0.9%. Figure 3 expresses the annualized long-term real returns as
premia. Since 1900, the annualized equity risk premium relative to bills
has been 3.4%. For additional explanations of these figures, see page
35.
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Note: EP Bonds denotes the equity premium relative to long-term US government bonds; EP
Bills denotes the equity premium relative to US Treasury bills; and Mat Prem denotes the
maturity premium for USgovernment bond returns relative to US bill returns.
Source: Elroy Dimson, Paul Marsh and Mike Staunton, Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Sourcebook 2015.
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